Cover: First-Year Scholars begin one of the high ropes elements at their day on the PEAK course at Heathwood Hall.
In 2008, we set out to create a 21st-century university that would provide our students with a classic, liberal arts education steeped in the core arts and sciences. Determined to attract the nation’s best scholars, we also cultivated a culture of excellence in research with students and scientists who work side by side.

Today, exceptional Carolina, Hamilton, Horseshoe, McNair and Stamps scholars hail from across the nation, earning these highly competitive scholarships by exhibiting exceptional academic talent, exemplary character and notable leadership skills. At Carolina, they’ve experienced a rich academic life filled with inquiry and exploration and, in turn, have positively shaped our university as well.

Mentored by Carolina’s experienced faculty and staff, supported by community and business leaders, alumni and donors, inspired by their peers and touched by communities in need both here and abroad, our top scholars have studied on five continents and embraced a wide range of majors — from molecular biology to chemical engineering, computer science, English, psychology, international business and more.

We are appreciative of our generous donors who believe in the inherent connection between the arts, the humanities and science. Because of you, our top scholars will offer a harvest of good science and great empathy as they step forward to lead and shape a new world. We couldn’t be prouder.

HARRIS PASTIDES | PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
JOAN T.A. GABEL | EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROVOST
THE CAROLINA AND MCNAIR SCHOLARS

Distinguished by their extraordinary academic talent, exemplary character and remarkable leadership skills, top scholars are outstanding students whose ideas and abilities will shape the world of tomorrow. They are the university’s most distinguished merit scholarship recipients, and they currently represent 34 cities in South Carolina and 16 states nationally. These young scholars personify not only the ideals Ralph Waldo Emerson mentioned, “Character is higher than intellect,” but also the university’s own motto: “Learning humanizes character and does not permit it to be cruel.” As this report chronicles, these scholars have significantly enhanced the reputation of the university.

A continuing goal of these programs is to create a community of scholars with a united and visible identity. The Office of Fellowships and Scholar Programs serves as the home base for top scholars, offering them four years of extensive programming. They receive one-on-one advisement for academic goals and co-curricular plans such as national fellowship preparation, internships, undergraduate research, graduate school preparation and employment. All top scholars have a full schedule of programs each semester that includes socials, formal dinners, lectures and invitations to special campus events. In addition, first-year scholars participate in a leadership retreat, creating bonds and developing skills that will last a lifetime.

Through the generosity of the university’s donors, these prestigious scholarship programs will continue to improve and grow. This top scholars report is a testament to the successes of the programs that you have made possible.

The University of South Carolina developed the Carolina Scholars program in 1969 to celebrate the virtues of a world-class education. Through generous private support, we have expanded the program from 10 students in its first year to more than 91 scholars on campus during fall 2016. Since its inception, 812 scholars have participated in the program, which has been an integral factor in keeping many of the state’s most gifted students in South Carolina.

Established in spring 1998 as part of the university’s Bicentennial Campaign, the McNair Scholars program is a scholarship fund for out-of-state students supported by generous gifts totaling $30 million from university alumnus Robert C. McNair and his wife, Janice. The McNair Scholars program is the counterpart of Carolina’s prestigious Caroli-
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions coordinates the selection process for top scholar awards. To be considered, students are required to submit an application for freshman admission as well as the Honors/Top Scholars supplement. The Honors/Top Scholars supplement contains two “Thinking” and “Doing” essays. These prompts ask students to discuss their intellectual pursuits as well as meaningful leadership and service activities at their high schools and in their communities. Two teacher recommendations are also required. University faculty and staff members carefully evaluate each applicant in areas such as academic preparation, intellectual curiosity, leadership potential, recommendations, genuine interest in the university and outstanding talents and accomplishments. More than 3,152 applications were received for the 2016 cohort.

Each year, 50 in-state students and 45 out-of-state students are selected to attend a Top Scholar Candidate Weekend in late February or early March. During these visits, candidates tour campus, view residence halls, meet with many prominent university faculty and staff members and senior administrators and attend sample classes. The campus visit is an opportunity for students to learn about the services and programs Carolina affords elite scholars and to experience campus culture. Each candidate’s visit ends with a scholarship interview conducted by university faculty members.

All students who attend the Top Scholar Candidate Weekends will receive a generous scholarship that is renewable for up to four years of study. After these weekends, five in-state Stamps Scholars, five out-of-state Stamps Scholars, 20 Carolina Scholars, 20 McNair Scholars, 25 Hamilton Scholars and 20 Horseshoe Scholars are named from the original group of 95 candidates. This top scholar community also has benefits such as admission into the South Carolina Honors College, programming through the Office of Fellowships and Scholar Programs, preferred freshman housing and parking privileges and a laptop computer.

Our current and incoming top scholars are representatives of the best our nation has to offer and are an integral part of what makes the university “a faithful index to the ambitions and fortunes of the state.”

1 Stamps Scholar Charissa Pichai, Manibeth Bottorff and Carolina Scholars Blakeley Hoffman and Tien Ho made sure USC was well-represented in the Bay Area for summer 2016 internships.

2 Austin Hetherington, Katie Weiser, Kevin Field, Hima Vinnakota and Jan Smoak enjoyed Pelican’s Snoballs in West Columbia last June as part of OFSP’s Dutch Treats Out program.

3 Celine Peksenar and her older brother Izlen celebrated the men’s basketball team’s win over Duke by jumping into the reflecting pool outside Thomas Cooper Library.
The university welcomed its fifth class of Stamps Scholars this year. Looking forward, another 10 new first-year students will enter the scholar community in August, including our first five Stamps Scholars from outside South Carolina.

Annually, the scholars gather both formally and informally. This year’s fall Stamps Scholars orientation session included a welcome from the dean of the Honors College, Steve Lynn, and upperclassman scholars provided insight into the program, including enrichment activities and the Stamps Scholars National Convention, to younger scholars.

This spring was a national convention year, so 16 scholars traveled to the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) in Atlanta for the biennial meeting with scholars from the other 44 partner schools. The convention allowed scholars to attend sessions within eight different threads of interest, take part in a service challenge and hear two keynote speakers: Elisa Villanueva Beard of Teach for America and G. Wayne Clough, formerly of the Smithsonian Institute and president emeritus of Georgia Tech.

In May, our first four Stamps Scholars graduated, and the program celebrated with a small dinner where the graduates provided their sound advice and insights to the rest of the group.

The university partnership with the Stamps Charitable Foundation started in 2013 to recruit and educate five new Carolina Scholars annually over the course of four years, to a cap of 20 scholars. In the coming year, the program will expand out of state, with a total of five scholars arriving from Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Pennsylvania. At USC all Stamps Scholars are supported through the Office of Fellowships and Scholar Programs and the Honors College, and they receive support and networking opportunities regionally and nationally with partner schools and the foundation.

With all the perks of a Top Scholar award, these students receive an additional $10,000 for high-impact activities and enrichment, enabling these talented students to pursue additional opportunities in research, study and travel abroad, community service, career development and more.

Stamps Scholar Stephanie Munie, from North Augusta, S.C., summarizes her past year as a scholar to help illustrate the program benefits: “As a Stamps scholar, I love being part of a tightly knit group of highly capable and loving students. Whenever we get together for meetings or activities, we all connect so well and grow from each other’s experiences and skills. I think collaboration is at the core of the Stamps program, which is why the national convention is a very powerful weekend. I enjoyed meeting students from across the nation, and all of their stories really impacted how I see the world, service and leadership.”

Back row, left to right: Philip Richardson, Daniel Clements, Grace Cooney, Patrick McKenzie, Olivia Reszczynski and Sarah Greene
Middle row, left to right: Madhura Pande, Sara Wallam, Jen Quindlen, Stephanie Munie, Ashley Fellers and E.A. Matthews
Front row, left to right: Sydney Poskevich, Judith Lin, Carina Leaman and Charissa Pichai
Robert C. McNair, the founder, chairman and chief executive officer of the Houston Texans, is best known in the business community as the founder of Cogen Technologies, which was the largest privately owned cogeneration company in the world when it was sold in 1999. He currently serves as chairman of The McNair Group and owns Palmetto Partners Ltd. and RCM Financial Services L.P., private investment entities. He is a graduate of the University of South Carolina, where he served as student body president. McNair was named Entrepreneur of the Decade by the Houston Technology Center and Man of Distinction by the Museum of Fine Arts Houston and was awarded the James A. Baker III Prize for Excellence in Leadership by the Museum of Fine Arts Houston. McNair was also named Entrepreneur of the Decade by the Houston Technology Center and Man of Distinction by the Museum of Fine Arts Houston.

Bob McNair is also credited with reviving Houston’s collegiate bowl game in 2006, and he presently serves as founder and chairman emeritus of the AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl. He was honored by the bowl as a Gridiron Legend in 2011 for his impact on football at all levels in Houston.

Janice McNair, a graduate of Columbia College in Columbia, S.C., shares her husband’s vision and passion for helping others. She has been honored by numerous nonprofit organizations, including Child Advocates in 2009, the Girl Scouts of San Jacinto Council in 2005 and the Salvation Army in 2014. Together, the McNairs have established McNair Scholars programs at the University of South Carolina, Columbia College, Rice University, Baylor College of Medicine, M.D. Anderson, the Menninger Clinic, Texas Children’s Hospital and the Texas Heart Institute. In 2007, their transformational gift to Baylor College of Medicine enabled the recruitment of world-class research physicians and scientists in the fields of Type 1 diabetes, breast and pancreatic cancer and the neurosciences.

Bob and Janice McNair’s transformational gifts helped establish the Janice and Robert McNair Hall at Rice University, the Janice Suber McNair Asian Elephant Habitat at the Houston Zoo, Houston Baptist University’s McNair Hall and McNair Plaza, the AD Players’ Lorraine M. George Theatre in Houston, Texas, and the McNair Baseball Field in Forest City, N.C.

In 2015, the McNairs began establishing McNair Centers for Entrepreneurism and Free Enterprise at Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy at Rice University.

Janice and Robert C. McNair have been champions of philanthropy for many years, giving generously to deserving causes while making education and medical research the cornerstone of their philanthropic giving. They are founders of The Robert and Janice McNair Foundation, the Houston Texans Foundation, the McNair Medical Institute and the Robert and Janice McNair Education Foundation in Forest City, N.C.

Robert McNair, the founder, chairman and chief executive officer of the Houston Texans, is best known in the business community as the founder of Cogen Technologies, which was the largest privately owned cogeneration company in the world when it was sold in 1999. He currently serves as chairman of The McNair Group and owns Palmetto Partners Ltd. and RCM Financial Services L.P., private investment entities. He is a graduate of the University of South Carolina, where he served as student body president. McNair was named Entrepreneur of the Decade by the Houston Technology Center and Man of Distinction by the Museum of Fine Arts Houston and was awarded the James A. Baker III Prize for Excellence in Leadership by the Museum of Fine Arts Houston.

Bob McNair is also credited with reviving Houston’s collegiate bowl game in 2006, and he presently serves as founder and chairman emeritus of the AdvoCare V100 Texas Bowl. He was honored by the bowl as a Gridiron Legend in 2011 for his impact on football at all levels in Houston.

Janice McNair, a graduate of Columbia College in Columbia, S.C., shares her husband’s vision and passion for helping others. She has been honored by numerous nonprofit organizations, including Child Advocates in 2009, the Girl Scouts of San Jacinto Council in 2005 and the Salvation Army in 2014. Together, the McNairs have established McNair Scholars programs at the University of South Carolina, Columbia College, Rice University, Baylor College of Medicine, M.D. Anderson, the Menninger Clinic, Texas Children’s Hospital and the Texas Heart Institute. In 2007, their transformational gift to Baylor College of Medicine enabled the recruitment of world-class research physicians and scientists in the fields of Type 1 diabetes, breast and pancreatic cancer and the neurosciences.

Bob and Janice McNair’s transformational gifts helped establish the Janice and Robert McNair Hall at Rice University, the Janice Suber McNair Asian Elephant Habitat at the Houston Zoo, Houston Baptist University’s McNair Hall and McNair Plaza, the AD Players’ Lorraine M. George Theatre in Houston, Texas, and the McNair Baseball Field in Forest City, N.C.

In 2015, the McNairs began establishing McNair Centers for Entrepreneurism and Free Enterprise at Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy at Rice University.
Institute for Public Policy, the University of St. Thomas Houston, Houston Baptist University, the University of South Carolina, Northwood University in Midland, Mich., and Columbia College in Columbia, S.C. The McNairs chaired the American Cancer Society’s Hope Lodge Houston capital campaign and are currently co-chairing Texas Children’s Hospital’s Promise Campaign.

Bob and Janice McNair’s generosity hasn’t gone unnoticed. In 2014, they received the Houston Community College Foundation’s Crystal Eagle Award, UNICEF’s inaugural Margaret Alkek Williams Humanitarian Award and Houston Baptist University’s President’s Award, and they were honored by their beloved Houston Zoo. In 2015, MD Anderson Hospital and NBC’s Tom Brokaw honored Bob McNair as their 2015 Living Legend, and in 2017, the McNairs were presented the Lombardi Honors Humanitarians of the Year Award.

Bob and Janice McNair have been residents of Houston, Texas, since 1960. They have four grown children, 15 grandchildren and two great grandchildren.

E. Roe Stamps IV of Coconut Grove, Fla., private investor and co-founder of the Boston-based private investment company Summit Partners, is a former lieutenant in the United States Navy Reserve, an industrial engineering graduate of Georgia Tech and an M.B.A. graduate from Harvard Business School.

Since his relocation to South Florida in 1993, Roe and his wife, Penny, have devoted significant time and resources to philanthropic causes in the community. Their interest in South Florida is deeply rooted, as they have been longtime supporters of the University of Miami, the Grayvik Animal Care Center, Fairchild Tropical Garden, the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Southern Florida, Miami Lighthouse for the Blind, Community Partnership for the Homeless, Ransom Everglades School, Breakthrough Miami, the University of Miami and a number of other organizations throughout the region.

Through the Stamps Family Charitable Foundation, formed by Penny and Roe 20 years ago, they have shown their deep commitment to education, supporting projects and scholarships at 44 universities nationwide. And with its Stamps Scholars initiative, the family foundation has created innovative scholarship programs supporting approximately 888 students during the upcoming school year.

Roe is a trustee emeritus of the Georgia Tech Foundation and a trustee at the University of Miami, the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation and several other distinguished organizations. At Georgia Tech, Roe served the foundation for more than 16 years. He has received the Distinguished Alumnus Award from the School of Industrial and Systems Engineering, the Joseph Mayo Pettit Alumni Distinguished Service Award, the highest award conferred by the Georgia Tech Alumni Association. He was inducted into Georgia Tech’s Engineering Hall of Fame in 2001 and received an honorary Doctor of Philosophy in 2014.

In 2010, Roe was honored by the American Red Cross South Florida Region as the Humanitarian of the Year. In 2012, he was honored by Harvard Business School, receiving its most prestigious award, the Alumni Achievement Award.

Roe now dedicates his time to his personal interests, which include fly-fishing, bird hunting, flying, boating, jazz piano and spending time with his family: son, Will, daughter, Annie, and grandson, Hunter. In addition, he also takes time to enjoy his black Labrador retriever, Ella, his French bulldog, Nacho, and their family’s 14 stray and pedigreed cats.
CAROLINA SCHOLAR AWARD DONORS

Carolina Scholar Awards are made possible by the contributions of individuals, corporations and foundations. The university development office cultivates and maintains relationships with donors of Carolina Scholar Awards. Private support of this and other programs enables the University of South Carolina to attract academically talented students and to provide the margin of excellence in all academic programs.
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Lucy Ingram (left) from public health and Rebecca Early Freshman scholar Samantha Shuford meets with her faculty mentor, Scott Vandervelde from accounting.
FRESHMAN SCHOLAR MENTORS
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Assistant Professor
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Professor
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Associate Professor
Marketing
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Associate Professor
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Associate Professor
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Associate Professor
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Associate Professor
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Assistant Professor
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Professor
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Scholars takes a break from the heat at the annual ropes course in August. Back, left to right: Brett Williams, Libby Davenport; front, left to right: Noah Hydue, Kristen Livingston, Alex Tamura, Alex Wright and Frank Webb.
Top Scholars

Olivia Reszczynski
Patrick McKenzie
Blakeley Hoffman
Caroline Blount
Jane Marryat
Will Rivers
Mara Cowen, Kevin Field and Kayla Gardner

Blakeley Hoffman
Patrick McKenzie
Olivia Reszczynski
Top scholars continued to bring distinction to themselves and the university as recipients of national fellowship. Spring 2017 brought the news of 13 scholars winning these prestigious awards.

One national fellowship is named after a South Carolina leader — the NOAA Hollings Scholarship program is named after retired U.S. Sen. Ernest F. Hollings. The university has been a national leader in this competition and has multiple scholars again this year. Carolina Scholar Casey Brayton and Stamps Scholar Patrick McKenzie are two of three winners this year from USC. The award will provide each scholar with a stipend, a summer internship at a NOAA facility and networking opportunities unique to Hollings Scholars.

That is not the only award won by Carolina Scholar Casey Brayton this year: she was also named one of only 50 Udall Scholars this spring. The Udall Scholarship honors the legacies of Morris K. Udall and Stewart L. Udall, whose careers had a significant impact on American Indian self-governance, health care and the stewardship of public lands and natural resources. The scholarship provides up to $7,000 for a scholar’s junior or senior year.

It is always great to have a first, and this year we are thrilled that freshman McNair Scholar Jane Marryat is the university’s first UK Fulbright Summer Institute winner. Jane will spend three weeks in Scotland this summer at both the University of Strathclyde and the Glasgow School of Art as one of 10 American undergraduate students to attend the Fulbright Scotland Summer Institute on Technology, Innovation and Creativity. The program, begun in 2010, is meant to offer a unique perspective on Scotland’s tradition of innovation and creativity and how this is shaping Scotland’s future and its place in the world.

We are fortunate that Stamps Scholar Olivia Reszczynski was selected as one of only 16 students out of 950 to be a Mount Vernon Fellow this summer. Established in 2015, this six-week leadership development program was inspired by George Washington and today’s foremost leaders. The fellowship offers a fully funded summer program that includes a vibrant leadership education curriculum and interaction with nationally recognized corporate, government and military leaders in the nation’s capital.

Scholars studying the STEM fields continue to be amazing national fellowship applicants. This year, Carolina Scholar Blakeley Hoffman is the recipient of the GEM scholarship, which will fund her master’s degree in media arts and sciences at MIT and allow her to intern with Adobe Systems Incorporated. The GEM Fellowship partners students from underrepresented communities with companies that help support their graduate studies and provides funding and extensive networking opportunities. And the winning streak continues for USC in the Goldwater Scholarship competitions. This year marks the 25th consecutive year of Goldwater Scholars from USC, and all three are Top Scholars. Carolina Scholar Mara Cowen and McNair Scholars Kevin Field and Kayla Gardner are the recipients of this most prestigious award for undergraduate students who plan a research career in a STEM field. Finally, 2015 Carolina Scholar alumnus Drew Patterson, now a graduate student in electrical engineering at the University of Illinois, received an Honorable Mention for the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship.

Finally, the importance of international experience continues to drive students to seek national fellowships that will fund their time abroad. Two senior McNair Scholars will spend a year teaching English abroad on a Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship. Victoria Belcher will teach in Brazil, while Caroline Blount will teach in Germany. The DAAD RISE program continues to welcome USC students interested in doing STEM research in Germany. This summer, Carolina Scholar Will Rivers will be conducting research at the University of Munich, and in the fall, McNair Scholar Sky Jaques will intern at BASF’s headquarters in Ludwigshafen, Germany, as part of the DAAD RISE Professional program (for which she was eligible due to her DAAD RISE grant last summer).
1. Kelly Kopchak studied abroad in Sevilla, Spain, during the spring of her sophomore year, and it was one of her best college experiences! She is pictured above at Plaza de España in Sevilla, a short walk from her apartment.

2. Amie Sessoms’ love of the outdoors blossomed during her years at the University of South Carolina.

3. Jamie Durden hikes around Ausungate mountain in Peru last summer with USC’s Dobson volunteer service program.

4. Lizzie Utset is jumping for joy at the Huanglong Scenic Valley in China’s Sichuan Province!
To introduce you to our senior scholars is to introduce you to the world — they find themselves in places their predecessors only dreamed of, traveling the globe to get immersed in other cultures or conduct groundbreaking field research. On these pages you will see photographs of our senior top scholars in their own element, a location of their choosing. For some of them, the choice was easy and obvious, but for others, more thought was employed. The photos, accompanied by the students’ reflective and insightful words, provide glimpses into their time as Carolinians.

5 One of Rachel Lunsford’s favorite places she visited while studying abroad was Belgium.

6 Ben Youngblood went to visit his girlfriend in Leeds, England, during his time studying abroad. He flew straight from Guadalajara, Mexico... The temperature difference was more than enough to make him regret only bringing a light jacket.
Kevin J. Anneken

McNAIR SCHOLAR
ROGER BACON HIGH SCHOOL | CINCINNATI, OHIO
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

From the day I arrived at McNair Weekend, I knew there was something special about the people at USC. Students, faculty and administration who had just met me truly wanted to see me succeed throughout the course of my college career. This collaborative environment helped me to reach for goals which were once outside of my comfort zone. During my four years, I pursued a variety of leadership roles, worked hard to earn three majors and one minor, achieved fluency in the Spanish language, served the Columbia and Cincinnati communities, traveled to the Caribbean and South America, and developed professional skills that will help me during my career. Nothing, however, will mean as much to me as the friendships I have made here in Carolina. My friends have taught me to think critically, act compassionately and build relationships that matter. My peers in the Honors College pushed me to work aggressively toward my professional and personal goals, even after graduation. I have accomplished a lot over four years, but I am certain that I will carry my friends and the skills they have taught me for a lifetime.

Kevin is an alternate for the Fulbright U.S. Student Program. If named a finalist, he will be awarded a research grant to study renewable energy policy in Montevideo, Uruguay. Additionally, he has accepted a position at GE Power in their Operations Management Leadership Program.

Above: Kevin poses with some stylish alpacas on a weekend trek in Huaraz, Peru. This photo was taken during his semester abroad studying international business in Lima, Peru.

Michael Caleb Bagley

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | WILLIAM B. DOUGLAS SCHOLARSHIP
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL | CHAPIN, S.C.
CHEMISTRY

My love for this university was not a birthright; I bled orange and purple, not garnet and black. I fell for this university “gradually, then suddenly” (Hemingway, I think). At first, I swore that I would never apply to this school. Then I started saving the mail. I went to scholars weekend, took a tour, met prospective classmates and staff. The next days, after I was offered the Carolina Scholar award, I knew I was home. Cut to today. Today I sit on the Horseshoe, Block C on a black polo with grey speckles, pondering the last four years. I think on what I have accomplished, by the grace of God. I smile as I think back to all the memories this place has given me, too many to count or even order; they just come rushing back, inspiring loud laughs and simultaneous sighs. And then my mind drifts to the future; it is just an undefined horizon of possibility. I pause for a moment, think of the work I have left to do, and then get up and walk down the uneven brick path. Wherever my life goes, whatever else I do after this, Forever to Thee sweet Carolina, Forever to thee.

Caleb will pursue a Ph.D. in Chemistry at the University of Florida or N.C. State University.

Caleb (far right) enjoys a baseball game with good buddies and a great mascot.
Cynthia L. Beavin

McNAIR SCHOLAR
ACADEMY OF OUR LADY OF MERCY | LOUISVILLE, KY.
BARSC IN SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

I was able to do a lot of cool stuff while at USC. I studied abroad in Peru, designed my own research study, served on the executive board of a few organizations, held a peer leadership role and interned at a few nonprofits. But all of these “cool” things I did were far from typical because of who I am and what I do. My study abroad in Peru prompted my decision to become a BARSC major. My research study was about unsafe abortion and abortion policy in Peru. I was on the executive board for organizations like the Feminist Collective and Students for Justice in Palestine. I was an LGBT peer advocate. I interned with Tell Them SC, a nonprofit that advocated for accurate sex education. Looking back, everything I did was too controversial to talk about when I went home for the holidays. Words like “abortion” and “queer” are not encouraged by everyone, but my experiences at USC are the reason why I associate myself so strongly with those words and others. I am different. I challenge norms. I am using my education unabashedly to help others, even if no one else can understand why.

Cynthia is pursuing research opportunities in sexual and reproductive health. She hopes to end up in Washington, D.C., for a few years before she begins a Ph.D. in public health or sociology.

13
scholars won national fellowships or scholarships this year.

SCHOLARS
BY THE NUMBERS

Cynthia held a sloth at the Tipón Zoo during her first study abroad trip to Peru.
Victoria R. Belcher

McNAIR SCHOLAR
WEDDINGTON HIGH SCHOOL | MATTHEWS, N.C.
BUSINESS ECONOMICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY

My time at USC can be best described by a realization that we grow the most by constantly striving to operate outside of our comfort zones. While there are more impressive self-discoversies I could talk about in this limited space, my time at USC has helped me develop a new love for dancing that I will carry for the rest of my life. This journey started when I timidly took a Zumba P.E. class sophomore year that eventually led to swing dance, shag and a new dance called forró when I studied abroad in Brazil. Dancing isn’t something that comes naturally to me, and having to speak in Portuguese while dancing has probably been the greatest test my multitasking abilities have ever endured. Now, some of my best memories from the past four years are associated with dancing, be it an impromptu dance party with roommates on a stressful night of studying, teaching my host-sisters basic forró steps or ringing in the new year dancing with friends. In four years I’ve been able to go from avoiding something because I wasn’t good at it to loving and embracing all the funny moments that come with learning something new.

Vickie plans to spend the summer backpacking Southeast Asia with some of the best friends she made at USC before leaving for Brazil on a Fulbright Grant.
Caroline S. Blount

The summer after my freshman year I was lucky enough to spend two months in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany. I got to see the church door where Martin Luther nailed his 95 Theses, the beauty of the Harz Mountains and vestiges of the former East, complete with Russian army barracks on what used to be the border. The most unexpected thing I saw, however, was an advertisement for a “Wilde West” show, complete with costumed Cowboys and spray-tanned Indians. My host family didn’t understand why I looked so shocked, and I couldn’t explain it myself. When I got back to the States, I started reading whatever I could find on Germany and Native Americans. Three years later, my senior thesis compares James Fennimore Cooper’s “The Last of the Mohicans” with Karl May’s “Winnetou,” a series credited with changing Native Americans from a curiosity for Germans to a nationwide obsession. I am fascinated by transcultural visions, national mythmaking and the literature that underpins it. I will remember my study abroad journey forever, not just because of what lessons it taught me, but because of the questions it taught me to ask.

Caroline will spend a year in Germany on a Fulbright Grant before applying for a Ph.D. in comparative literature back in America.

Keiko S. Bridwell

Whenever I tell someone that my major is linguistics, the most common question I get is, “Oh, cool. Linguistics. So … how many languages do you speak?” The second most common is shorter: “What’s that?” To be fair, when I entered college as a freshman, I didn’t have much of an idea of what linguistics was either. My entire motivation for pursuing it was that I had loved studying etymology for middle school spelling bees, and almost all of my practical knowledge came from the “Lord of the Rings” appendices. I came in with the intention of designing my own major — in a field I knew almost nothing about. I would like to say that a light bulb went off during my first introductory course, and that I instantly understood what linguistics was and what I wanted to do with it. In reality, it took me two classes of historical linguistics, three semesters of Russian and Ancient Greek, a three-semester Magellan project in a neurolinguistics lab and two speech therapy classes to figure out what I was interested in: phonetics. In spite of this, I look at the variety of classes on my transcript as one of the best parts of my experience at USC. Rather than coming in and meeting preexisting requirements for a major, I had the opportunity to create my own — to play around with my schedule and gain a wide range of skills in my search for a focus. Some of these skills I will use for the rest of my life, and some I hope I won’t, but I’m grateful for all of them as a part of my learning experience.

Keiko will be continuing her education at USC to obtain a master’s degree in linguistics, with a concentration in phonological theory.
Carsten A. Bryant

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | GRACE KING MERCHANT SCHOLARSHIP
LEXINGTON HIGH SCHOOL | LEXINGTON, S.C.
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

For most of my time at the University of South Carolina, I thought I would do something in academia for a career. Though I wasn’t certain whether it would be within the sciences or humanities, it seemed to fit my aptitudes and personality. After all, a core requirement for becoming a professor is being able to laugh at your own jokes, and I did that already! The ivory tower may still be my eventual destination, but going through the fellowship application process, among other things, helped me to see that I would rather shape my career around doing what I love than résumé lines. I also long to be a generalist, and this is something quite frowned upon by grant committees. USC has given me the opportunity to study what I find fascinating and to engage the liberal arts in the ways that are crucial to becoming a truly educated person. I’ll always treasure the friends, professors, mentors and, most of all, wife whom I found here.

Carsten and Christine will move to Durham, N.C., so that he can start a Master of Divinity at Duke University as he pursues ordination in the United Methodist Church.

Christopher J. Buckman

HORSESHOE SCHOLAR
FARRAGUT HIGH SCHOOL | KNOXVILLE, TENN.
MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

I applied to 17 different universities for undergraduate studies. Out of all those schools, USC was the only campus where I felt invited. Four years later I have absolutely no regrets about my choice. Where else could I balance a double major with classes on blues harmonica, archery, jiujitsu and experimental music? Strangely enough, my fondest undergraduate memory comes not from South Carolina, but from a summer study abroad program in Denmark. After a particularly fun night out, I found I had accidentally agreed to a five-day backpacking trip in Sweden with three people I had no recollection of meeting. One week later and there I was in Sweden, lugging around my USC Gamecock backpack filled with food and borrowed camping gear, only sure that I was going vaguely north. We hiked through forests and pastures, over rocky hills and around swamps until we set up camp on a small peninsula, in a narrow outcropping facing the sea. We lit a fire and watched the sun set, snacking on delicious lingonberry jam (and not-so-delicious surströmming) while the entire sea turned burnished gold. It was a uniquely beautiful experience I never would have had the courage to take before coming to USC.

Next year, Chris plans to attend Boston University to work on a Master of Science in Actuarial Science. After that, he plans to continue his work in statistics until he can buy a small island nation, rule as king and genetically engineer a new breed of warm-water narwhals, his favorite marine mammal.

Chris (second from left), never one to miss a party, celebrates the 4th of July in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Audria L. Byrd

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | THOMAS B. PEARCE SCHOLARSHIP
WADE HAMPTON HIGH SCHOOL | GREENVILLE, S.C.
MEDIA ARTS AND AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES

One of my most treasured artifacts from New Year’s 2016 is a handwritten note from one of my best friends with an Alice Walker quote across the front: “Healing begins where the wound was made.”

When I think back to junior year, I remember what was simultaneously the best and worst time of my life. Mental illness caused me to doubt the love of my best friends who held me nearer and dearer than I thought I ever could be. Every failed attempt at medicating me sent me spiraling even further down. I doubted how much longer I should even be alive. But this was also the year I found the language of poetry. This was also the year I produced some of my best creative work yet. This was also the year I produced some of my best creative work yet. This was also the year that brought me even closer to people I hope to have by my side for the rest of my life. This was also the year that I survived. Things get really, really bad sometimes — sometimes for a long time. But there is a way out, and the ones who really matter will be there every step of the way. I can survive again.

Audria is applying for jobs in Washington, D.C.

Above: Audria poses at Memorial Park in Columbia, S.C.; photo credit to near and dear friend Clarie Randall.

Daniel C. Clements

STAMPS CAROLINA SCHOLAR | PENELope W. AND E. ROE STAMPS IV CAROLINA SCHOLARSHIP
SPRING VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL | COLUMBIA, S.C.
COMPUTER ENGINEERING

The summer before my senior year was a defining moment in my college experience. First, I was able to spend two incredible weeks exploring an entirely new culture and environment while studying abroad in Reykjavik, Iceland. Leaving the United States for the first time enabled me to both thrive on the newness of it all and reflect on my direction and priorities in life by comparison. Certain cultural differences, especially the food sources, abundant geothermal energy and the sense of community among the proud Icelandic people, inspired me and created a yearning in me to reduce my dependence on material possessions and energy consumption in my own life.

Just weeks after I returned from Iceland, I interned as a consultant at Pariveda Solutions in Atlanta. Every day of work there reaffirmed my confidence that studying computer science in college and pursuing a career in software-oriented consulting would allow me to feel fulfilled and to succeed in the adult world. I was able to learn, make friends, live with my brother in a major city and establish myself as an individual in a professional context for the first of many times that I look forward to in the future.

Daniel has accepted a full-time job as a consultant at Dallas-based Pariveda Solutions in Atlanta, at which he will start in August after spending this summer traveling in Europe.

Daniel chases waterfalls at Skógafoss in southern Iceland.
The University of South Carolina was instrumental in guiding me to my dreams and helping me discover where I wanted to be in my life. I came to USC unsure of what I wanted to do with my future. I was a biomedical engineering major torn between wanting a future in the medical field and a life in engineering. However, through classes at USC, many conversations with professors and advisers, and opportunities through the school to volunteer and gain experience in both fields, I was able to realize my dream of becoming a doctor. After realizing my passion for the medical field, I switched my major to biochemistry with a pre-med focus and have now been accepted to medical school to live out my dream. I am very excited for the years to come — I know that it will be a long and difficult path but that the fulfillment of caring for patients will make it all worth it in the end.

Sam will attend the University of South Carolina School of Medicine in Greenville, S.C. Unsure of the kind of doctor he wants to become, he knows that through medical school and rotations he will find a specialty he is passionate about and will enjoy for the rest of his life.

Above: Samuel enjoys a sunset over Florence, Italy.
Edward C. Dunton
HAMPTON SCHOLAR
FORT MILL HIGH SCHOOL | FORT MILL, S.C.
PHYSICS

When I was applying to college, the University of South Carolina and its scholars weekend just seemed to feel right. Nothing that happened in the next four years changed my mind, as I was able to learn and grow at this wonderful university. I was able to participate in research from year one, and in so doing cement my desires to pursue full professorship and future research into physics. Everything, from the beautiful campus so convenient for studying or hanging out with friends to the prestigious honors college that drove me to better myself, has allowed me to freely discover and pursue my dreams and has helped me on my way to whatever may come. Hopefully, I will achieve success in my future endeavors, but even if I do not, I will remember the University of South Carolina as the first step on the long journey yet to come.

Ed will attend the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Columbia University (NYC) to study for a Ph.D. in Physics. He plans to proceed along the path to becoming a full-time professor of physics at a national university where he pursues research into topics that interest him about the nature of the universe.

Perry J. Davis
HORSESHOE SCHOLAR
NEWTON CONOVER HIGH SCHOOL | CONOVER, N.C.
FINANCE AND GSCOM

Attending the University of South Carolina wasn’t always as easy for me as it should have been. My freshman year, I actually wanted to transfer out. I met some good friends, but wasn’t truly happy. However, my decision to stick it out was the best one I’ve ever made. From creating a fraternity out of nothing to studying abroad with kids who are now lifelong friends, I can’t thank my God, my family, friends and USC enough for giving me these memories. I will certainly cherish my time at USC for the rest of my days. Forever to thee.

Perry has accepted a position as a supply chain analyst at Eastman Chemical Co. in Kingsport, Tenn. (but will live in Johnson City). He may pursue a Master of Business Administration in the future.

Above: Perry (second from left) clowns around with four brothers during the installation of Theta Chi at the University of South Carolina.

Edward poses outside of Harper-Elliott during his senior year.
James A. Durden

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | CHRIS VLAHOPLUS SCHOLARSHIP
SPRING VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL | COLUMBIA, S.C. CHEMISTRY

When I look back on my time at USC, I have had so many wonderful experiences. Chief among these for me was the three months that I was able to spend touring South America last summer. This amazing trip would never have been realized if it weren’t for the opportunity given to me by the Dobson Volunteer Service Program funding the volunteering portion of my trip. My experiences in South America have stayed with me long after I returned to campus to resume classes. I am so fortunate that I am a Gamecock because if it weren’t for the many opportunities I’ve been given over my four years here, the friendships made with other volunteers, the stories and experiences shared with other travelers and the excitement that surrounds exploring new landscapes, cultures and languages would not be memories that I could carry with me after graduation. While the friendships and experiences forged abroad are forces that have definitely shaped my undergraduate experience here at USC, when I look back at the last four years, the most significant impact that helped make them the best I could have asked for comes from experiences and memories created with friends on campus.

Jamie will attend the Medical University of South Carolina.

Jamie hikes around Rainbow Mountain outside of Cusco, Peru.
Andrew J. Freix
McNAIR SCHOLAR
THOMAS JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY | CENTREVILLE, VA. COMPUTER SCIENCE

I always knew I wanted to study abroad, even in high school. The funny thing about it is that I never knew why. Spring semester of my junior year, I had the opportunity to find out. I studied abroad in Vienna, Austria, just over a year ago, and it’s hard to believe that it’s already been so long. I grew more than any other period of my life. You can’t help but grow your perspective after uncomfortably making it through a bath house spa treatment in Morocco or playing with an Austrian soccer team. The friends and memories are sure to last a lifetime, and now I’m more excited than ever to see the world. If I had any words of advice, they would be to travel as much as possible. You can only gain from broadening your perspective and embracing foreign cultures. I’ll always remember the brief moments where I got to say I was a professional soccer player. My advice for any Gamecock: our school is great, and you may want to spend all the time here you can, but study abroad. You never know what awesome opportunity could befall you.

Andrew will work in Washington, D.C., as a software engineer for Applied Predictive Technologies. He hopes to work remotely from Europe for a few years.

Ellen E. Gardiner
STAMPS CAROLINA SCHOLAR | PENELope W. AND E. Roe STAMPS IV CAROLINA SCHOLARSHIP DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL | IRMO, S.C. EXERCISE SCIENCE

“So did you want to sign for us?” “Umm … I didn’t really know that was an option, but yes?” My little foray into Women’s Premier League football (or soccer to us Yanks) began as more of a stumble than a purposeful step in my soccer “career.” Up until that point, I really had considered myself more of a casual player. For three years at the University of South Carolina, I played club soccer, where we took our competition seriously, but we didn’t even have a coach. When faced with the proposition of signing for an English team the first week I arrive in the country, I could only feel shock. I ended up spending four months training with Guiseley AFC, home to some former Manchester City and English youth national team players. I certainly struggled my hardest to keep up with them, but I’ve never had a better time working hard. I’ll always remember the brief moments where I got to say I was a professional soccer player. My advice for any Gamecock: our school is great, and you may want to spend all the time here you can, but study abroad. You never know what awesome opportunity could befall you.

Ellen will take a year off to work and apply to law school.

Pre-frolicking the fields around Scarborough Castle: this photo of Ellen was taken while studying abroad at the University of Leeds.
Adam J. Glenn

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | PATRICK L. TOMLIN SCHOLARSHIP
CAROLINA FOREST HIGH SCHOOL | CONWAY, S.C.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

The University of South Carolina provided an atmosphere in which I could genuinely explore myself and discern what drives me on a daily basis. Opportunities for diverse research projects, travel abroad and community service alongside experiences provided by the clubs and organizations I was fortunate enough to participate in cultivated a sense of self that I view as one of the greatest gifts the university could have given me. I recently returned from a mission trip to the Dominican Republic (an example of the type of experience the university has provided for me) and have been reflecting on what I learned from my experiences there. In my initial reflections, I was given pause by the thought that this trip hadn’t led to a profound discovery about myself. I had a built-up expectation for change or revelation and was disappointed by this thought briefly before realizing that this trip is something I participated in simply because of the person I have become over the past four years. Carolina gave me a home in which I could learn, love, serve, laugh and make plenty of mistakes, and for that I will be forever to thee.

Adam plans to take a year after he graduates to work in a medical practice in order to gain clinical experience before entering medical school in fall 2018.

Above: Adam poses in front of Worm’s Head Island in Rhossili Bay on the Gower Peninsula of Wales, close to the city of Swansea, where he spent a semester abroad and his favorite place in the United Kingdom.

Ashley T. Griffith

McNAIR SCHOLAR
MARYVILLE HIGH SCHOOL | MARYVILLE, TENN.
FINANCE, ECONOMICS AND MARKETING

While a university education may give you the opportunity to gain knowledge, a true university experience is one that gives you the lifelong ability to learn. I am beyond grateful for my experiences of the past four years at the University of South Carolina, both in and out of the classroom, that have allowed me the ability to learn about not only myself, but the world around me as well. I’ve learned through the classroom how to properly enjoy a good glass of Merlot, practice the flow of Vinyasa yoga and prepare a traditional Greek tzatziki sauce. I’ve learned out of the classroom how to Sandstorm with 80,000 of my closest friends, immerse myself in foreign cultures and make lasting relationships with others that will forever impact my life. My university experience at USC has given me the ability to learn how to strive to find my passions and use those to make an impact on others and the world around me. This experience has given me the ability to always be searching, always be learning and always be grateful for an incredible four years of my life.

In June, Ashley will move to Charlotte, N.C., to begin her career as a financial analyst with Wells Fargo in their Wholesale Credit Resolution Group.

Ashley learns how to appreciate and enjoy a traditional German currywurst on the streets of Berlin, Germany, during her semester abroad in spring 2016.
I was never aware of computer science before college. Yet it has now become the focus of my study here at USC. Learning to program has certainly enabled me to practice my love for problem-solving and, at the same time, to become more involved in the increasingly digitized society. More than anything, I grew most as a programmer through my work experience with the S3D team in the electrical engineering department. Not only was I able to gain exposure to new technologies in web development and 3-D visualization, but I also learned to work effectively within a team environment. These skills are essential to my future career in computing. I also built new relationships with the people who continue to encourage and mentor me in the field. What I appreciate most studying at USC is the opportunity to discover new areas of interest and redefine my outlook toward the future. I am grateful for all the support from the Carolina community, which has motivated me to fulfill my potential and achieve my goals.

Tien will pursue a master’s degree in computer science at the University of California, Santa Cruz.

Above: Tien visited Lake Tahoe during her summer internship in California.

Tien Thuy Ho
CAROLINA SCHOLAR | J. WILLIS CANTHEY SCHOLARSHIP
BLYTHEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL | BLYTHEWOOD, S.C.
MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

"MEGAN SMITH IS IN THE LOBBY!" My phone buzzed and buzzed with messages, and I looked to Melissa — we have to go! The CTO of the United States was just a few strides away, and we, the Women in Computing at USC, were determined to make this photo op happen.

I remember standing on MIT’s campus for the first time, Maribeth and Kayla at my side, thinking to myself, how does anyone ever get here? The answer, of course, is with a lot of hard work and a lot of luck. But before the answer could even cross my mind, Maribeth said, “this could be you next year, if you want it to be.” Through success and failure and two broken feet between the three of us, these strong women, my friends, future leaders of industry, conquerors of the world, have been at my side. They are not the reason I entered computing, but are certainly the reason I stayed.

We’ll be scattered across the U.S. next year — in Boston, in Philly and in San Francisco. However, these women and my memories with them — whether it’s rushing to meet Megan Smith or getting a pep talk to apply to the grad school of my dreams — will be what I remember about my time and USC.

After graduation, Blakeley will join Adobe’s Creative Technologies Lab as a summer intern. In the fall, she will begin her graduate studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Media Lab. Her research will focus on understanding the social structures that arise through technology and designing technologies that promote cooperative, productive and diverse human interactions.

Above: During her time at USC, Blakeley traveled more than 40,000 miles domestically. Here she is representing USC at the Google Student Ambassador’s Summit in Mountain View, Calif.
I wish I could travel back in time and laugh in the nervous face of “pre-study abroad” me. The concerns that I would be homesick, lonely and lost during my semester in Seville, Spain, are comical now as I reflect on the best four months of my life. My only regret is that I didn’t take even more pictures. Studying abroad was the epitome of breaking out of my comfort zone; it served as the college experience of all college experiences. I met friends who I know will be at my wedding, traveled to 10 different countries and fell in love with one of the most beautiful cities in the world. Seville sparked my passion for traveling and fueled my desire to work with a Spanish-speaking population. When I landed back in the United States, I was a skydiving, camel riding, hair dying, tattoo acquiring, independent and confident woman. There is no price tag that I could ever put on that experience. No me ha dejado — NO8DO.

Already accepted to USC’s School of Medicine, Supriya will first spend a deferred year getting in touch with her roots in India and perfecting her Spanish and gaining more cultural exposure in South America in order to better prepare herself to work with a Hispanic population in the future.

Above: Supriya traveled to Morocco during her semester in Spain, and her first activity there was riding a camel. This sounds idyllic, and both the camel and Supriya look happy, but neither of them were very thrilled, especially when the camel tried to run away ... with Supriya screaming on its back. It was also raining, and wet camel smells remarkably like wet dog — a scent Supriya carried with her the rest of the day. Still, she got to ride a camel in Tangier!

Jonathan M. Keefe

McNAIR SCHOLAR
RAVENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL | BRENTWOOD, TENN.
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

I almost didn’t visit the University of South Carolina. My mom actually talked me into visiting — just for a quick tour and then we would be on our way. Of course, we ended up staying the whole day. USC was, and still is, the only campus that felt like a home to me, and I knew it right away. After visiting for McNair Scholar weekend, I knew I wanted to be a Gamecock. The call from President Pastides was just icing on the cake. Four years later, I’m positive it was the right decision. I’ve made incredible friends, many of whom I met on that weekend visit. I’ve had the academic freedom to find what I love to do and pursue opportunities to make my career dreams a reality. I’ve lived a short walk away from the Roman Forum and gotten to do a lifetime’s worth of travel in a semester. The support I’ve found in the Gamecock and McNair communities has been incredible, and I couldn’t be more appreciative of that. Now, I can’t wait to see what the future holds. No matter what, I will always be proud to say that I am a McNair Scholar and Gamecock.

Jonathan will attend graduate school in fall 2017 to pursue a Ph.D. in Cognitive Psychology at the University of California, San Diego.

Jonathan explores New York City on an interview weekend.
A month or two into my senior spring semester, I received word that I was missing a technical elective needed to graduate. I was in shock and panic. My adviser and I had checked my courses many times, but alas it was true. Luckily, my friends and classmates were quick to offer advice and support. I reached out to my adviser and the dean of my college, both previous professors of mine. They mobilized to my defense more rapidly than I could have ever dreamed. I was so thankful for their multitudes of ideas and reassurance that everything would work out. We were able to concoct a plan of action that was implemented quickly and efficiently. Luckily, the situation is behind me, and I’m cleared to graduate. However, this whole situation had me reflecting on my past few years here. What stuck out were all the personal connections I’d made. I realized that the greatest thing USC has given me is an army of people willing to go to bat for me on any occasion. This network ranges from close friends to professors to classmates. I have found a truly incredible support community at this university that I know will stretch far beyond these four years. This is what I will take with me from my time at South Carolina.

Kelly has accepted a full-time position with ExxonMobil after graduation. She will be working in the refining and supply midstream lubricant operations department working with Exxon’s Mobil oil products in a planner role. She will be relocating for this role.

Above: Kelly studied abroad in Seville, Spain, during the spring of her sophomore year, and it was one of her best college experiences! She is pictured above overlooking Lisbon, Portugal, on a class excursion.
When most people enter college, they expect to graduate knowing more about themselves and the world, but my experience was kind of the opposite. As I conclude my undergraduate career at USC, I find that the greatest insight I am able to take from my time here is truly how little I know. That’s not to say I haven’t learned anything … from studying two languages to participating in multiple research opportunities to studying abroad. I am ending my undergraduate career with a much more thorough understanding of scientific principles and world cultures than I could have ever imagined. However, the more I learn, the more I realize how much more there is to learn, and the harder it is to accept that I won’t be able to learn everything I want to. Every new person I meet and every new experience I have provides a new perspective that causes my overall outlook on the world to constantly fluctuate. Nevertheless, there is an open-mindedness that emerges from the acceptance of uncertainty. It is that open-mindedness that I plan to take into the future to come to as great of an understanding of the world as possible.

Angie will study the evolutionary responses of guppies to changes in their environment in Trinidad while she waits to hear from three scholarships that would allow her to study Chinese abroad for a year. This fall, regardless of her location in the world, she will apply to graduate programs to receive her Ph.D. in ecology and evolution.

I received a lot of weird looks asking for English menus. I explained that while I could speak the language, I had difficulty reading at the same level because I was an “ABC,” American Born Chinese. Growing up, I learned how to speak both Mandarin and English and traveled to several countries with my family, yet I was still so nervous and uncomfortable with the idea of spending half a year away from home. Arriving in China, I found a part of my identity and felt so at ease with the culture around me. Despite the smog, crowded subways and lack of personal space, I found another home that I look forward to visiting in the future again. I am so grateful for not only the opportunities USC has provided me all four years, but also the way it has shaped and prepared me for those journeys.

After graduation, Judith will be moving to Seattle to begin her first rotation in the Business Career Foundation Program with The Boeing Company.

Above: Judith spent a semester studying at Tsinghua University in Beijing, China, where she often enjoyed visiting the Summer Palace.
Rachel M. Lunsford

McNAIR SCHOLAR  
R.J. REYNOLDS HIGH SCHOOL | KERNERSVILLE, N.C.  
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND FINANCE

During my life, I have wanted to be all sorts of things: a journalist, a private investigator and a musician, to name a few. USC has allowed me to do each of these things and so many more during my time here. As a journalist, I have written for The Daily Gamecock at USC as well as my school newspaper in Madrid, Spain, when I studied abroad. I have also written for my hometown newspaper in Kernersville, N.C., about the lessons I learned while studying abroad. I have been a private investigator both in Costa Rica while researching the language learning process and as an intern at a law firm last summer tracking information for clients. I am a musician, singing in USC’s Gospel Choir and playing trumpet in our University Band. USC has empowered me to do these many things because it has given me the opportunity to pursue my interests and find new passions. Now, I get excited when I think about the intersection of business, politics and law.

Rachel will be pursuing her passion by spending another year at USC in the Master of International Business Program.

Rachel enjoyed the many shades of blue in St. Maarten.

Nicholas D. Lolli

McNAIR SCHOLAR  
PHOENIXVILLE AREA HIGH SCHOOL | PHOENIXVILLE, PA.  
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND GSCOM

Asking me how USC has helped me realize my dreams is like asking a chicken how important its egg was. Ever since I enrolled in this school four years ago, USC has given me every opportunity to achieve my personal, professional and academic goals. This school has opened so many doors for me; doors that have led to lifelong friends, challenging internships and travels around the world. Every monumental event in my past four years can be traced back to the moment that I decided to become a Gamecock. One such event that changed my goals and plans was my first study abroad trip in the summer of 2014. With the encouragement of my faculty mentor, Dr. Robert Rolfe, I accompanied him and other students to South Africa, Mozambique and Swaziland on a summer program with the Moore School of Business. In our travels, we were exposed not only to the business environments of these countries, but also to their culture, food and people. This experience opened my eyes to a side of the world that I never truly knew existed and ignited my desire to pursue a career in international business.

Following graduation, Nick is excited to begin work for Michelin on their supply chain management team.

During his travels through southern Africa, Nick (center, kneeling) was able to tour the Cullinan Diamond Mine with a group of USC students. This mine, located in the Gauteng Province of South Africa, has produced some of the largest and most expensive diamonds in the world, and Nick was able to use this experience to learn about the history of the diamond industry and its significance to the region.
It’s impossible to sum up my time at USC in words. I have grown as a student and a leader through serving as president of Omega Phi Alpha, a national service sorority, and through involvement with the Office of Fellowships and Scholar Programs. Most importantly, I have found wonderful friends and sisters who helped me figure out who I am and encouraged me to chase dreams I thought were impossible to fulfill. These people — my family at USC — have challenged me to be the best version of myself for the past four years, and I could not be more thankful for that. One of the most defining experiences during my time at USC took place at a Girls on the Run 5K, which is an event dedicated to teaching young women about healthy lifestyles. As a volunteer, I ran with the girls, cheered them on and supported them as a fellow woman who values educating young women about healthy lifestyles. I finally understood the paths my life could take and the significance of choosing a path in which my actions could positively affect girls like them. At this event, and in so many other circumstances afterward, I realized I wanted to make that kind of difference for the rest of my life and to the best of my abilities, by working as a doctor and health care advocate for children. The experiences I’ve had here have been second to none, and I will always call the University of South Carolina my home!

Pooja will be pursuing a medical degree next year at the Medical University of South Carolina. After completing medical school, she plans to specialize in pediatrics.

Above: Pooja in her favorite spot on campus, the Horseshoe. It’s a reminder of the great years she had at USC living on the Horseshoe, and where she feels most at home.

Joseph P. Marazzo

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | BANK OF AMERICA SCHOLARSHIP
SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR’S SCHOOL FOR SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS | COLUMBIA, S.C.
INFORMATION SCIENCE

USC gave me everything I needed to make the transition from being a student to a skilled professional, whether it was the generous state and university scholarships, my flexible on-campus job with the IT department or the world-class educators and mentors I studied under during school. I always had a general idea of what trade I wanted to enter, but it was hazy at best. I loved working with computers, bringing ideas to life and tinkering, but I wasn’t sure what I needed to study to improve my skills or how to get those critical practical experiences. With the help of the Career Center, I was able to learn about an on-campus job with the University Technology Services department. It was a lot more than just a job. It allowed me to polish my teamwork, communication and persuasion skills alongside tons of practical technical experiences that prepared me to compete in the job market. Working and studying at the same time was the best decision I could have made as an undergraduate, and I wouldn’t have been able to achieve what I have without the educators, mentors and friends I made along the way! Go Gamecocks!

Joe began his career in July as a technical associate for TIAA in Charlotte.

Joe says “aloha” from Hawaii!
Colman A. Moore

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | CLASS OF 1967 SCHOLARSHIP
SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR’S SCHOOL FOR SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS | GREENWOOD, S.C.
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

USC supported me from the beginning in conducting cutting-edge research as an undergraduate. As a freshman, I began working in Dr. Melissa Moss’s lab to investigate preventative measures for Alzheimer’s disease. After my sophomore year, I traveled to England to join a research program in biotechnology at the University of Kent, where I helped work on a leukemia therapy inspired by the body’s own immune system. I was the only American in my group, and I made some amazing friendships with other students from around the world. I had an even greater time the next summer as a research intern in Northwestern’s International Institute for Nanotechnology. After returning, I used what I learned to help synthesize a combined honors thesis-senior design project with my classmates on a nanoparticle-based drug delivery system. I also became an ambassador for the Office of Undergraduate Research. Along the way, I’ve developed a passion for research that I hope to continue to dedicate toward improving lives. I’ve been lucky to meet great people every step of the way, especially through the Honors College and the student radio station, and I will always be thankful for the time I’ve spent at USC.

In the fall, Colman will begin a Ph.D. program in nano-engineering at UC San Diego, and he hopes one day to work as a researcher in either a medical company or national lab, developing therapies on the molecular scale.

Above: Checking out the Canterbury Cathedral (part of a World Heritage Site) was one of the highlights of Colman’s time at the University of Kent.

Austin R. Pahl

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | JOHN THOMAS LANGSTON III SCHOLARSHIP
PINEWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL | SUMMERVILLE, S.C.
COMPUTER SCIENCE

When I came to USC, I saw a chance to reinvent myself. After 13 years at a small private school in my hometown, I felt so ready. I dressed differently, entered as a business major and joined an exchange program that would send me to China for two years. But I realized over time that the career path I was building was not what I wanted. So I took a risk: I left the business school for computer science, an interest I had neglected years ago. When I sat in on my first class in the new major, I remember being struck by my professor’s eccentric flair. But it worked. He was an excellent teacher, and I loved the class. I had finally found my home at USC. Since then, I’ve interned and interviewed across the country, from Charlotte to Silicon Valley and some places in between. I helped preserve local history in an iOS app through the Ward One project. I took great classes and had many more experiences that don’t fit here. I never could have predicted that I would end up here, but USC and the Carolina Scholarship paved the way for me to get this far.

Austin will begin work as an implementation consultant with Fast Enterprises after graduation. He is considering attending graduate school within a few years.

Austin in his hometown of Summerville, S.C. The photo was taken by fellow computer science major, close friend and freshman-year roommate Cody Scroggins.
USC was the first university I visited on my college road trip — except we only visited the baseball stadium, and we were there for my brother. I never thought that I would be the one who ended up at USC instead of him. The McNair Scholars Program opened a door to a world of incredible opportunities with no limits. At that time, I knew USC was the place for me. From the moment I stepped foot on campus, USC has played a huge role in who I am today. I started as a writer for the news section of The Daily Gamecock, and now I have had articles published in The New York Times with my byline. Three years ago I was sitting in introductory business classes, and now I’ve traveled around the world getting locked in a room for hours on end to solve real-life business problems in international case competitions. I’ve studied abroad and conducted research in both Spain and Argentina. Through Student Government, I’m leaving a legacy of advocating for a voice for students. I have had the opportunity to lobby for the university on both a state and national level. I’m leaving USC with three majors and two minors, and I’m leaving USC a better person for having been here.

Natalie plans to attend Duke University School of Law for their joint J.D./L.L.M. in international and comparative law program.

As a member of the international case competition team, Natalie has traveled around the world to Jasper, Canada (pictured); Dublin, Ireland; and Montreal, Canada, solving real-life business problems in competitions.
Sydney D. Poskevich

STAMPS CAROLINA SCHOLAR | PENELOPE W. AND E. ROE STAMPS IV CAROLINA SCHOLARSHIP
PAUL M. DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL | MOORE, S.C.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Coming in as a freshman at the University of South Carolina, I was told on numerous occasions that the next four years would be the best years of my life. And these four years have been wonderfully adventurous like none other; however, I believe that the past few years have served as preparation for even better years to come. I have made three years worth of memories living in a house with my best friends. I’ve built friendships with so many of my classmates and professors. I have had the opportunity to adventure through Italy, learning the culture through the cuisine, and travel to the coast of South Africa to work at an orphanage. I have experienced true community as a part of Shandon College Ministry and pursued lasting friendships with underclassmen girls in my small group. Hearing those comments four years ago, I did not imagine — and I’m talking about even the best of my ideas — that the ensuing years would be so full of living and learning. Amid all of the living, I have learned that the truest, most satisfying life is found when I focus on how much I can give away rather than take.

After graduation, Sydney will begin working as a process improvement engineer in the Specialty Fabrics Division at Milliken & Company. She will be located at the Magnolia Finishing Plant in Blacksburg, S.C.

Above: Sydney poses above the hills of Umbria during her experience abroad at the International Centre for the Arts in Monte Castello di Vibio, Italy, where she studied Italian food as culture.
Sarah A. Roof

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | DUKE ENERGY SCHOLARSHIP
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL | CHAPIN, S.C.
EXERCISE SCIENCE

During my first day on campus as a freshman, I stood on the Horseshoe and made a promise: that I would use the incredible investment the university made in me to express my gratitude in every way possible. I was determined to represent the university well and leave a positive legacy at Carolina. I decided to promote USC as a peer leader with the Office of Undergraduate Admissions in order to help others understand the unique legacies that they can leave as Carolina students. As a peer leader, I have had the opportunity to represent USC, connect with students and families, and showcase all that Carolina has to offer.

After graduation, Sarah will work for the Eli Lilly & Company Diabetes Unit as a pharmaceutical sales representative.

Above: Sarah and her parents, both USC alumni, are pictured on the Horseshoe during USC Homecoming Week. This fall, Sarah was crowned USC Homecoming Queen, and she was honored to represent the University of South Carolina in this role.

Amie L. Sessoms

McNAIR SCHOLAR
EAST RUTHERFORD HIGH SCHOOL | FOREST CITY, N.C.
EXERCISE SCIENCE

You’re out of breath, you’re legs are tired and heavy from climbing, and you might just be a little sweaty, but as you gaze at the breathtaking view before you, there’s no doubt in your mind that the climb was worth it. These mixed feelings of exhaustion and pure wonderment are what I experience each time I tackle a new hiking trail, and they are exactly the feelings I would use to describe my experience here at USC. Being an undergraduate student has been nothing short of challenging, but as I stand here prepared to graduate, the view of the real world before me is remarkable and exhilarating. I have grown from the lost freshman that couldn’t find the Horseshoe the first week of classes (I know it seems impossible, but it’s not, trust me) to a confident senior who has learned and benefited more from the Carolina community than words could ever express. This university has helped me discover who I am now, as well as the person I want to become. Although my four-year climb here at USC has had its occasional slips, the support from my peers, staff members and family have helped me reach a peak of endless opportunity, and to me no view could be more inspiring.

This summer Amie will complete an internship at Tidelands Waccamaw Community Hospital in Murrells Inlet, S.C., in their Cardiac Rehabilitation Center. Upon the completion of her internship, she plans to apply to graduate school and pursue her master’s degree in public health or in kinesiology.

Since starting college, Amie began hiking on the weekends to enjoy nature and refresh her mind from the business of everyday life. Here she was able to snap a photo along one of her hikes on the Appalachian Trail.
It’s funny, the places the U.S. calls “unsafe.” Both times that I studied abroad in Egypt, the U.S. Department of State had issued a travel warning about “the risks of traveling” to Egypt with a stern recommendation “to strongly consider not going [to Egypt] at all.” USC followed the U.S. Department of State’s guidelines, and I had to petition to be allowed to study abroad at the American University in Cairo. This “unsafe” destination changed the trajectory of my college experience and my life. Cairo — modern Cairo — has so much to offer in terms of knowledge, culture and life. Yes, I visited the mosques, pyramids and sphinx. But my most thrilling moment was taking the metro with my friends for the first time. Egypt is where I was born and where I routinely return to visit family, but these study abroad trips where I studied, danced and dreamed among students my age, students invested in changing the world for the better, introduced me to the living and breathing spirit of Egypt.

Rana hopes to work in public health in the future.
Stepping into the operating room for the first time, breathing heavy behind my surgical mask, I felt a rush of conflicting emotions. I could feel my hands shaking with both nervousness and excitement as I kept them tightly wrapped around the handle of the small cooler I had packed earlier that morning, full of ice packs and tubes of solution to keep the tissue sample I was about to collect viable. Waiting for my cue to step up to the table and collect the plaque from the patient’s carotid artery, I knew I didn’t want to be the one handling the scalpel. After the surgeon dropped the tissue into the tube I was holding, I screwed on the cap tightly, closed my cooler and made my way back to my laboratory. My place was in the lab, researching and learning to hopefully impact the way the surgeons address problems like atherosclerosis in the future. USC has given me the opportunity and resources to discover my passion for research and my desire to better understand and treat cardiovascular disease. The mentors and experiences that USC has enabled me to pursue both on campus and at other institutions have truly been invaluable.

Samm will pursue a Ph.D. in bioengineering, with plans to work in the medical device industry afterward.

Above: Samm took in the beauty of the Sacred Valley of the Incas in Peru while traveling abroad during the summer after her sophomore year.
In the spring of my junior year, I went on Semester at Sea, a study abroad experience that goes to places other study abroad companies do not, such as Cambodia. While I was there, I visited Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, a former school that the Khmer Rouge had turned into a prison. Our guide during our travels in Cambodia had been held there as a young child, along with his parents. At Tuol Sleng, he recounted how his father was killed and his mother was tortured. Her torturers cut off several of her fingers, and they would show them to our guide and explain that she lost them because she did not answer their questions the way they wanted. I thought that being exposed to this as a young child would ruin someone’s life and make their entire existence miserable. However, as I got to know my guide, I saw that he was a stable, happy and good-humored person. I learned firsthand the indomitable nature of the human spirit. I learned that no experience, no matter how horrible, can make the rest of one’s life horrible, at least as long as one does not allow it to do so.

Sean will pursue a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering at Virginia Tech.

**Julia A. Strout**

**CAROLINA SCHOLAR | S.C. STATE FAIR SCHOLARSHIP**
**PALMETTO CHRISTIAN ACADEMY | MOUNT PLEASANT, S.C.**

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**

When I was 17, choosing a college major seemed impossible. I remember being torn between what I saw as a clear divide between the humanities and the sciences, and feeling that by choosing one I would have to sacrifice half of my brain. I credit Carolina with helping me realize that I was being a little dramatic and that it is possible to integrate my interests. While I technically chose the sciences, I was still able to follow my interests wherever they led. I worked with archaeologists in Sicily to create 3-D models of their finds; I was a programmer at the Center for Digital Humanities, where I worked on digitizing the personal letters of Victorian intellectuals; and I trained algorithms to classify frog calls during a research internship in Florida. Each experience brought me closer to realizing what I want from my future, and I am grateful to Carolina for providing support every step of the way.

**Julia plans to pursue a master’s degree in computer science in the fall after spending the summer backpacking in Southeast Asia.**

*Above: Julia stands outside her apartment in Siracusa, Sicily, where she completed research in digital archaeology.*

**Sean C. Thomas**

**McNAIR SCHOLAR**
**BISHOP McGUINNESS CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL**
**WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.**

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING**

In the spring of my junior year, I went on Semester at Sea, a study abroad experience that goes to places other study abroad companies do not, such as Cambodia. While I was there, I visited Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, a former school that the Khmer Rouge had turned into a prison. Our guide during our travels in Cambodia had been held there as a young child, along with his parents. At Tuol Sleng, he recounted how his father was killed and his mother was tortured. Her torturers cut off several of her fingers, and they would show them to our guide and explain that she lost them because she did not answer their questions the way they wanted. I thought that being exposed to this as a young child would ruin someone’s life and make their entire existence miserable. However, as I got to know my guide, I saw that he was a stable, happy and good-humored person. I learned firsthand the indomitable nature of the human spirit. I learned that no experience, no matter how horrible, can make the rest of one’s life horrible, at least as long as one does not allow it to do so.

**Sean gives the “spurs up” sign as he poses for a photo in Cambodia.**
The best decision I have made in college was choosing to spend my entire junior year studying abroad in China. My time abroad was marked by incredible opportunities. I took three hours of intensive Chinese classes daily in Shanghai, one of the most exhilarating cities in the world; I lived and volunteered on an organic farm in rural China where most of the workers did not speak English; I deepened my understanding of Chinese societal issues by teaching English at a school for the children of migrant workers in Shanghai; and I explored, often independently, more than 30 cities across three different countries. I found myself breaking down language and cultural barriers, moving from struggling to find the confidence to ask “Nihaoma?” to fluently discussing democracy, human rights, current events, hopes and dreams in Chinese with people whose opinions differed greatly from mine. After having many opportunities to teach English and develop my own teaching style, I opened my mind to the possibilities of pursuing a career in higher education on an international level. But, most importantly after one of the most challenging years of my life, I am exceptionally independent, fiercely adventurous, happily spontaneous and deeply appreciative of the opportunities I have had to pursue my passions beyond the confines of a classroom.

For the next two and a half years, Lizzie will be volunteering with the Peace Corps as a secondary education English teacher in western China. After her service, she plans to attend graduate school to pursue a master’s degree in either higher education or international relations.

Above: The Huanglong Scenic Valley in China’s Sichuan Province is renowned for its beautiful mountainous scenery and diverse forest ecosystems. It’s home to waterfalls, spectacular limestone formations and glaciers and is one of the only places in China where the giant pandas still live in the wild.
“I don’t measure a man’s success by how high he climbs but by how high he bounces when he hits bottom.” — General George S. Patton

If you’d told me four years ago that I’d be able to fluently brief a room of my peers and military officers my plan for a training lab that would affect the whole battalion, or that I’d be able to write an eight-page operations order from memory, I probably would’ve questioned your mental lucidity. I came into ROTC thinking it would be a cakewalk like JROTC, but boy, was I wrong. As an introverted freshman who grew up in an upper-middle-class suburban family, hardship wasn’t in my dictionary. ROTC proved to be instrumental in my personal development in allowing me to better appreciate the most basic aspects of life, like sleep and clean clothes, as well as helping me break out of my shell in becoming more assertive and sociable since the leadership involved in ROTC essentially forces you to interact with others and learn to delegate tasks. ROTC has served as a defining aspect of not only my time in college, but also my life as a whole, and for that I am truly grateful.

Gamecock Battalion: “We Battle!”

David will be serving in the U.S. Army as an active-duty officer in the Military Police Corps. Afterward he plans to either stay in the army, transition to a career in law enforcement or pursue an M.B.A. or master’s degree in a biochemistry-related field and work in the industry.

Above: David poses at the Rhine Falls in Schaffhausen, Switzerland.
Arriving home after McNair Weekend, I remember looking my parents in the eye and saying that, regardless of what other schools accepted me, I would be attending USC. Four years later, there are three words or phrases that come to mind as I reflect on my experience at USC: “complete,” “free to choose” and “shared.” College has been a succession of incredible moments, ranging from ferrying from Spain to Morocco for a quick day trip, to sweating under the Honduran sun alongside locals as we constructed a school after fundraising all semester, to hiking Torres del Paine in Patagonia to cap off a 10-month study abroad experience in Santiago, Chile, to attending a USC bowl game with my roommates, and even to working well into the morning to make sure a CFA case competition presentation was perfect. Each of these experiences reflects the freedom I had to design my own unique path through college, expanding my breadth of knowledge and experience while working toward my personal goals. More importantly, though, key components in each of these memories are USC students and professors who shared the experience, diversified my worldview and inspired me daily. For this, I am forever grateful for both the McNair Scholarship and USC.

Following graduation, Austin plans to travel through Latin America for a few more weeks before moving back to his hometown of Atlanta, Ga., to begin his career as an investment banking analyst with SunTrust Robinson Humphrey.

Austin celebrated the end of his two-semester study abroad in Santiago, Chile, by hiking the W Trek in Torres del Paine National Park in Patagonia.

16 states are represented by current McNair scholars.
Brett L. Williams

McNAIR SCHOLAR
ST. STEPHEN’S & ST. AGNES SCHOOL | ANNANDALE, VA.
BROADCAST JOURNALISM

“Kyle Ware drifting forward ... Ware across to the center... fires ... SCORES! Kyle Ware wins it for South Carolina! From 5-2 down, the Gamecocks win it 6 to 5 in overtime!” It was a signature win for the 2016-2017 USC club hockey team and a signature call for me. My lifelong passion for play-by-play commentary has strengthened every time I’ve taken the microphone these last four years. And my gratitude for every opportunity I’ve received at Carolina — in my chosen field and otherwise — still grows every day. It has especially been a blessing to share so much of my college experience with my fellow top scholars, all of whom have inspired me in the way they devotedly pursue their dreams while enjoying the ride and helping others do the same. I will forever treasure the memories of our shag dancing outings, intramural softball victories, deep conversations and more. My journey as a Gamecock has been a lesson in the Garnet Way of life: SEC football, unwavering faith and a deep appreciation of family — with a big glass of sweet tea in hand. Can’t wait to share that lifestyle with the world, on and off the air. Forever to thee!

Brett will continue to pursue a career in play-by-play commentary after graduation, exploring his options in minor league hockey, minor league baseball and colleges at various levels.

Above: One of the many places in the Palmetto State where Brett feels at home is the broadcast booth at the Plex in Irmo, home of USC’s club hockey team. Brett served as voice of Gamecock Hockey for two seasons on the Capital City Sports Network, a live club sports broadcasting outlet he and his friends at Student Gamecock Television created in September 2015.

Kristen E. Young

McNAIR SCHOLAR
CHELMSFORD HIGH SCHOOL | CHELMSFORD, MASS.
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

After a long flight, I went to order a coffee at the Chiang Mai airport. As the man handed it to me, I realized that I didn’t know how to say thank you in Thai. He laughed when I told him I was studying abroad here, handing me a piece of paper that said “kob khun kha.” At that moment, I think he and I were both wondering why I chose to study there. Throughout that semester, I learned about Buddhism and Thai cooking, spent weekends in hill tribe villages, taught English to monks and eventually held a mediocre conversation in Thai. I was a biochemistry major, so on paper it didn’t necessarily make sense for me to be there. But my time as a student at USC has taught me the value of a well-rounded education. The encouragement to take courses outside of my major fostered an interest in ethics and policy, which has helped me to realize my passion for genetic counseling. The greatest lesson I will take from my time at USC is learning how to be uncomfortable with uncertainty and open to new opportunities. All I can say is, kob khun kha!

Kristen will attend Northwestern University’s dual degree program in genetic counseling and medical humanities and bioethics.
Benjamin L. Youngblood

CAROLINA SCHOLAR | ELEANOR V. AND NICHOLAS K. MOORE SCHOLARSHIP
McBEE HIGH SCHOOL | HARTSVILLE, S.C.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING

More than any class, more than any test and more than any late night in the library, my University of South Carolina experience has been characterized by people. The friends I made freshman year are still with me today and surely will be years down the road. And even the people I’ve only had the privilege to know for a short time continue to surprise me! I think I’m very lucky to call Columbia home, but the city itself is not what has made my time here special. I’m sure that the most precious moments are those not marked by any occasion, but those that remind me that I can find happiness in the people around me every single day.

Ben will enroll in the Master of International Business dual degree program at USC, spending one year here and the following year abroad at ESCP Europe in Paris. After, he plans to begin a career in immigration policy.

Ben and his girlfriend went up to Chicago to visit her sister over fall break last year. It was his first time, and reminded him of all he has yet to see in the United States.
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| **Clayton A. Buckaloo**  
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar  
Ashley Hall  
Isle of Palms, S.C.  
International Business, Global Supply Chain and Operations Management | **Louise G. White**  
Bank of America Scholarship  
Wilson Senior High School  
Darlington, S.C.  
International Studies and Economics  
**McNAIR SCHOLARS**  
London S. Bennett  
Clear Falls High School  
Seabrook, Texas  
Political Science | **Julia C. Minton**  
South Johnston High School  
Clayton, N.C.  
Biological Sciences |
| **Austin D. Lewis**  
Bernice and Mason Hubbard Scholarship  
Hammond School  
Columbia, S.C.  
Biological Sciences | **Elizabeth Anne Matthews**  
Peneleope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar  
Richland Northeast High School  
Columbia, S.C.  
English | **Lynn M. Schutte**  
McAuley High School  
Hamilton, Ohio  
Public Relations |
| **Carolina H. Cowen**  
Carolina Alumni Association Scholarship  
A.C. Flora High School  
Columbia, S.C.  
Baccalaureus Artium et Scientiae in Neuroscience | **Grace K. Porter**  
Kit and James T. Pearce Sr. Scholarship  
S.C. Association Of Home Schools  
Columbia, S.C.  
Civil Engineering | **Kimberly P. Sears**  
California Area Senior High School  
California, Pa.  
International Business and Marketing |
| **Emma C. Drobin**  
Thomas B. Pearce Scholarship  
Academic Magnet High School  
Charleston, S.C.  
Computer Science | **Philip M. Richardson**  
Peneleope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar  
Spring Valley High School  
Columbia, S.C.  
International Business and Global Supply Chain and Operations Management | **Erin R. Welty**  
West Forsyth High School  
Advance, N.C.  
English and Classics |
| **Habiba Fayyaz**  
Peneleope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar  
Spring Valley High School  
Columbia, S.C.  
Biological Sciences | **Michael Tuten**  
Bank of America Scholarship  
South Carolina Governor's School for Science and Mathematics  
Lexington, S.C.  
Mechanical Engineering | **Olivia A. Williamson**  
Severna Park Senior High School  
Severna Park, Md.  
Mathematics and Geography |
| **Alexander J. Galan**  
Thomas B. Pearce Scholarship  
Irmo High School  
Irmo, S.C.  
Biomedical Engineering | **Jinyu Gao**  
R.C. McEntire and Company Inc. Scholarship  
Irmo High School  
Irmo, S.C.  
Biomedical Engineering | **Jeffrey R. Willcut**  
Saint Xavier High School  
Liberty Township, Ohio  
German |
| **Jinyu Gao**  
R.C. McEntire and Company Inc. Scholarship  
Irmo High School  
Irmo, S.C.  
Biomedical Engineering | **Skylar M. Jaques**  
Central Magnet School  
Murfreesboro, Tenn.  
Chemical Engineering | **Lacey V. Wilson**  
Merrol Hyde Magnet School  
Hendersonville, Tenn.  
International Business, Economics and Marketing |
| **Sarah J. Greene**  
Peneleope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar  
Boiling Springs High School  
Boiling Springs, S.C.  
Biological Sciences | **Erica S. Maissy**  
Trabuco Hills High School  
Rancho Santa Margarita, Calif.  
Biomedical Engineering | **Michael T. Hetherington**  
Ravenwood High School  
Brentwood, Tenn.  
Biomedical Engineering |
| **Austin T. Hetherington**  
Ravenwood High School  
Brentwood, Tenn.  
Biomedical Engineering | **Skyler M. Jaques**  
Central Magnet School  
Murfreesboro, Tenn.  
Chemical Engineering | **Hannah R. Marks**  
Assumption High School  
Louisville, Ky.  
Experimental Psychology |
| **Caroline G. McLeod**  
Gray Stone Day School  
Albemarle, N.C.  
Biomedical Engineering | **Erin R. Welty**  
West Forsyth High School  
Advance, N.C.  
English and Classics | **Olivia A. Williamson**  
Severna Park Senior High School  
Severna Park, Md.  
Mathematics and Geography |
| **Joanne Wu**  
Anita S. and Charles G. Hood Scholarship  
Dreher High School  
Columbia, S.C.  
Mechanical Engineering | **Kevin C. Field**  
Regis High School  
West Orange, N.J.  
Biological Sciences | **Jeffrey R. Willcut**  
Saint Xavier High School  
Liberty Township, Ohio  
German |
| **Caroline T. Cates**  
Kingwood High School  
Kingwood, Texas  
Experimental Psychology | **Kayla G. Gardner**  
Wilson Central High School  
Mount Juliet, Tenn.  
Marine Science | **Lacey V. Wilson**  
Merrol Hyde Magnet School  
Hendersonville, Tenn.  
International Business, Economics and Marketing |
CAROLINA SCHOLARS

Casey E. Brayton
Solomon Blatt Scholarship
Dutch Fork High School
Irmo, S.C.
Marine Science

Taylor L. Cribbs
J. Rion McKissick Carolina Scholar
Dillon High School
Dillon, S.C.
Experimental Psychology and Criminal Justice

Gabriel D. D’Agostino
G.G. Dowling Carolina Scholar
Clover High School
York, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Katherine L. Graham
Wells Fargo Carolina Scholar Endowment Fund
Chapin High School
Chapin, S.C.
International Business

Katherine E. Heins
James Holderman and Family Carolina Scholar Fund
Nation Ford High School
Fort Mill, S.C.
International Studies and Spanish

Katharine T. Hoffman
Joseph Cardinal L. Bernardin Carolina Scholar
South Carolina Governor’s School for the Arts and Humanities
Columbia, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Nicole C. Hoffner
David W. Robinson Carolina Scholar
S.C. Home-Schooled
Simpsonville, S.C.
Exercise Science

Jared T. Laymon
Louisa Ellerbe and John Tobias Carolina Scholar
Riverside High School
Greer, S.C.
Chemistry

Carina N. Leaman
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Dutch Fork High School
Irmo, S.C.
English and Secondary Education

Neha Malhotra
Charles Pinckney Carolina Scholar
Irmo High School
Columbia, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Taylor G. Martin
Terminex Carolina Scholar
Southside Christian School
Greenville, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Patrick D. McKenzie
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
South Carolina Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics
Lexington, S.C.
Biological Sciences and Geography

Shreya Mehta
William H. Duncan Carolina Scholar
Paul M. Dorman High School
Spartanburg, S.C.
Public Health

Chandler S. Melton
Bill Dukes and Blue Marlin Scholarship
Hartsville Senior High School
Hartsville, S.C.
Exercise Science

Stephanie L. Munie
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Aquinas High School
North Augusta, S.C.
Biomedical Engineering

Phoenix A. Ngo
R.C. McEntire and Company Carolina Scholar
Gilbert High School
Gilbert, S.C.
Computer Science

Celine E. Peksenar
Kit and James T. Pearce Sr. Carolina Scholar
Lexington High School
Lexington, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Charissa M. Pichai
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Mauldin High School
Simpsonville, S.C.
Computer Science

Jennifer B. Quindlen
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Dutch Fork High School
Irmo, S.C.
International Business and Finance

Andrew M. Re
Kit and James T. Pearce Sr. Carolina Scholar
South Carolina Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics
West Columbia, S.C.
Mechanical Engineering

Olivia G. Reszczynski
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Dutch Fork High School
Irmo, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

William D. Rivers
Winn Carolina Scholar
South Carolina Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics
Lexington, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Cole J. Shubert
Kit and James T. Pearce Sr. Carolina Scholar
Academic Magnet High School
Charleston, S.C.
Mechanical Engineering

Sara Wallam
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Spring Valley High School
Columbia, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Alayna R. Wells
Mr. and Mrs. Tom B. Pearce Carolina Scholar
James F. Byrnes High School
Moore, S.C.
International Business and Finance

Grace A. Whitebeck
A.T. and Frances Chalk Carolina Scholar
Wando High School
Mount Pleasant, S.C.
Experimental Psychology

McNAIR SCHOLARS

Jacklyn M. Abernathy
Battle Ground Academy
Franklin, Tenn.
International Studies

Matthew South Bright
East Rutherford High School
Forest City, N.C.
Biological Sciences

Gregory F. Burton
Saint Joseph High School
Plainsboro, N.J.
International Studies and Psychology

James Wade Curlee
High Point Christian Academy
High Point, N.C.
Chemical Engineering

Harrison M. Engoren
Oak Park and River Forest High School
River Forest, Ill.
Computer Science

Noemi Glaeser
Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology
Fairfax, Va.
Mathematics and Computer Science

Clare E. Hachten
Dupont Manual Magnet High School
Louisville, Ky.
International Business and Economics

Olivia M. Halvorson
Bolton High School
Bartlett, Tenn.
International Business

Deanna K. Keen
Riverside Brookfield High School
Brookfield, Ill.
Chemistry and Chinese Studies

Donald E. Landrum
Lumpkin County High School
Gainesville, Ga.
Computer Science

Reaghan K. Murphy
Souderton Area High School
Souderton, Pa.
Global Studies and Environmental Studies
CAROLINA SCHOLARS

Mae Stewart Chinnes
Ada B. Thomas Scholarship
Mary B.M. Pearce
Johnston and James T. Pearce Jr. Scholarship
Goose Creek High School
Summerville, S.C.
Public Health

Grace Atkins Cooney
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Saint Josephs High School
Simpsonville, S.C.
Public Health

Elizabeth Sarah Davenport
USC Athletic Department Scholarship
Carolina Scholar
Spartanburg Day School
Spartanburg, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Ali Taan El-Ali
Jack S. Graybill Scholarship
Spring Valley High School
Columbia, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Sarah Jantina Eustis
Mary Meech and Michael J. Mungo Scholarship
Ashley Hall
Mount Pleasant, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Caroline Hanna Fairey
Henry Laurens Carolina Scholar
South Carolina Governor’s School for the Arts and Humanities
Estill, S.C.
English

Ashley Whitworth Fellers
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Lexington High School
Lexington, S.C.
Biomedical Engineering

Kylie Ann Fletcher
Wells Fargo Carolina Scholar Endowment Fund
South Carolina Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics
Hartsville, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Mattie Frances Hibbs
Clyde C. Rice Carolina Scholar
Baufort High School
Baufort, S.C.
Statistics

Maddox Sullivan Johnston
Pepsi-Cola Company Carolina Scholar
Academic Magnet High School
Johns Island, S.C.
Mathematics

Kristen Meredith Livingston
William B. Douglas Scholarship
South Aiken High School
Aiken, S.C.
Chemistry

Brandon William Lynch
Julia and Spud Spadoni Scholarship
North Myrtle Beach High School
North Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Marketing

Jackson Duane Maris
Mr. and Mrs. Julius H. Walker Scholarship
Chapin High School
Chapin, S.C.
Experimental Psychology

Madhura Amit Pande
Penelope W. and E. Roe Stamps IV Carolina Scholar
Wilson Senior High School
Florence, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Suzanne Terese Prentice
James A. Morris Scholarship
Ashley Hall
Charleston, S.C.
International Business and Economics

Tanner Davis Reagle
John Rutledge Carolina Scholar
A.C. Flora High School
Columbia, S.C.
History

Amy Kathleen Reyner
First Citizens Bank Corporation Scholarship
Westminster Catawba Christian School
Fort Mill, S.C.
Biological Sciences

William Charles Stallings
Carolina Scholar Alumni Scholarship
Sumter High School
Sumter, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Alexandra Akemi Tamura
Connie and Bill Timmons Carolina Scholar
Endowed Scholarship
Saint Josephs High School
Simpsonville, S.C.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Frank Brennan Webb
Caroline and Susan R. Guignard Carolina Scholar
Scout Carolina Governor’s School for Science and Mathematics
Florence, S.C.
Biological Sciences

Devon Nathaniel Woodsall
Student Government Scholarship
S.C. Association Of Home Schools
North Augusta, S.C.
Chemical Engineering

Alexander Robert Wright
Thomas E. Moore Carolina Scholar
S.C. Association Of Home Schools
Greenville, S.C.
Sport and Entertainment Management

CAROLINA SCHOLARS

McNAIR SCHOLARS

Stephanie Anne Barton
Houston High School
Germantown, Tenn.
International Business

Shelby Madison Burnette
Veterans High School
Kathleen, Ga.
Sport and Entertainment Management

Austin Thomas Coale
Cannon School
Concord, N.C.
Experimental Psychology

Lucas Charles Dull
Walnut Hills High School
Cincinnati, Ohio
Mechanical Engineering

Rebecca Emily Early
Cape Fear Academy
Supply, N.C.
Public Health

Patrick Farrar
Allen D. Nease High School
Ponte Vedra, Fla.
Marine Science

Claire O. Folk
Myers Park High School
Charlotte, N.C.
Environmental Science

Aidan Joelie Galloway
Homelife Academy
Maryville, Tenn.
Political Science and International Studies

Zachary Nejm Goldberg
Saint Xavier High School
Louisville, Ky.
Public Health

Noah Paul Hyduke
Great Valley High School
Malvern, Pa.
Mathematics

Jane Elizabeth Marryat
Cuthbertson High School
Waxhaw, N.C.
Political Science

Leah McLean
Marriotts Ridge High School
Elicott City, Md.
Mechanical Engineering

Ruhi Rahul Pitre
Ardsley High School
Ardsley, N.Y.
International Business

Justin Thomas Reed
Larry Ryle High School
Union, Ky.
International Business Economics

Morgan Rising
Myers Park High School
Charlotte, N.C.
Political Science

Samantha Kirby Shuford
Rutherfordton-Spindale High School
Rutherfordton, N.C.
Accounting

John Albert Slovensky
Henry W. Grady High School
Atlanta, Ga.
Accounting

Marinna Skye Smith
The Early College at Guilford
Greensboro, N.C.
Biological Sciences and Psychology

Cameron Bradley Wall
Blue Valley North High School
Overland Park, Kan.
International Business and Finance
HAMILTON SCHOLARS

CLASS OF 2019

Zane M. Bridwell
James F. Byrnes High School
Woodruff, S.C.
Music

CLASS OF 2020

Nathaniel Boen
Southside High School
Greenville, S.C.
International Business

Sarai Dai
Riverside High School
Greer, S.C.
Political Science and History

Ashley Dobson
Greenville Senior High School
Greenville, S.C.
Public Health and Political Science

Alex Wyatt
Dutch Fork High School
Irmo, S.C.
Marketing

HORSESHOE SCHOLARS

CLASS OF 2019

Elizabeth M. Grace
Cincinnati Country Day School
Milford, Ohio
Chemical Engineering

Monique E. Hayes
Brentwood High School
Brentwood, Tenn.
International Business

Horseshoe scholar Liz Grace finds snow on the Zugspitze, the highest point in Germany, during her Energy and Sustainability Maymester.

Chris Buckman, senior Horseshoe scholar, lured a deer with tasty leaves for a selfie in Dyrehaven, Denmark.
1 Daniel Clements carries the USC flag into the opening session of the 2017 Stamps Scholars Convention at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga.

2 Bob and Janice McNair speak with scholar Audrey Ware after Bob’s November lecture on campus.

3 Gabriel D’Agostino presents his research at Discover USC in April.

4 The annual Carolina-McNair Kickball Game, McNairolina, resulted in a second McNair win this year. Pictured are all scholars from both teams.
### Class of 1972
- Betty Anne Williams

### Class of 1973
- James R. Banks
- John Michael Coxe
- Stanley David Hudnall
- Cynthia Lyle Ledbetter
- Lewis Phillips Jr.
- Robert Mathew Riley
- Richard Schwartz
- Linda Harvey Stephens
- William Stokes Taylor

### Class of 1974
- Christopher Thomas Bardi
- Susan C. Bryan
- Sarah B. Clarkson
- Brian Maurice Desatnik
- David Michael Garman
- William C. Hubbard
- Catherine F. Jervey
- Steven W. Lynn
- Jonathan Z. McKown Jr.
- Alex W. Ramsay
- James Gregg Welborn
- Marshall Winn

### Class of 1975
- Terry Dugas
- Christine Hager Feely
- Armida Jennings Gilbert
- Anna Louise Larson
- Kathleen Crum McKinney
- William F. Rinehart
- Nancy Stepp Rogan
- Pamela George Stone

### Class of 1976
- Thomas R. Bolt
- Francenia B. Heizer
- James C. Howell
- Charles B. Murdock
- Perry J. Northrup

### Class of 1977
- Joseph S. Brockington
- Porter W. Gregory III
- W. Lanier Laney
- Thomas R. McNeal
- Richard D. Michaelson Jr.
- Daniel N. Sansbury
- Caryle Schlea Vann

### Class of 1978
- Johnathan W. Bryan
- Wilson W. Bryan
- Edgar G. DesChamps III
- Vanderbilt Dale Hanle
- William Martin Jones
- John B. McArthur
- Melton Parris III
- Joseph D. Walker
- Cynthia P. Youmans

### Class of 1979
- Gilda Poteat Bocock
- Elizabeth A. Ferrell
- Cheryl Bernatonis Hrivnak
- Colleen Parry Jones
- Richard Kent Porth
- Janet Nale Teuber

### Class of 1980
- Michael Raymond Baum
- Karin Sabine Bierbrauer
- William A. Funderburk Jr.
- Janis Kruger Leaphart
- Thomas Joel Taylor
- Julia Ogle Turlington

### Class of 1981
- Michael Raymond Baum
- Karin Sabine Bierbrauer
- William A. Funderburk Jr.
- Janis Kruger Leaphart
- Thomas Joel Taylor
- Julia Ogle Turlington

### Class of 1982
- Joel Shawn Brandon
- Karon Dawkins
- Harry S. Miley
- Susan Schib Stewart
- Michael Scott Taggart

### Class of 1983
- Robert J. Breen
- Yu Liang Chen
- Anita Shah Hood
- Charles G. Hood
- D. Mark Husband
- Beatrice Gardner Jones
- Maria Feliciano Mackovjak
- Anne Elizabeth Patterson

### Class of 1984
- Vivian Fields
- Christopher Neal Lane
- Peter C. Le
- Delane Maxwell
- Julia J. Ostrover
- Stephanie Bradford
- Pritchett
- Terry Alan Smith
- Kate Magoffin Sutton
- Stephen D. Sydow
- David R. Wiles

### Class of 1985
- Diane Rose Carr
- Patrick M. Dom
- Susan Willis Dunlap
- Steven Thomas Hand
- Shelvia Gilliam Jamison
- Edwin R. Jones III
- David Welsh Kuechler
- T. Keith Legare
- Benjamin Kevin Malphrus
- Michelle Sentell Morris
- E. Bryan Mozingo
- Allison L. Stein
- Tracy Dianne Terry
- Karen Leigh Watson

### Class of 1986
- Steve Legrand Altman Jr.
- Raymond Davis Amaker
- Suzette Surratt Caudle
- James William Cooper
- Reid Adam Davis
- Harold Franklin Jefferies
- Norma Anne Turner Jett
- Ruth Berg Patterson
- Everett Christian Rogers

### Class of 1987
- Mary Seana Baruth
- Eric Browder Blough
- Hugh Alan Bruck
- Mark Andrew Caffrey
- Stuart Holmes Coleman
- John Edwin Coulter
- Lee S. Dixon
- Michael W. Hogue
- Vernon Brian Jackson III
- Neale Thomas Johnson
- Kevin Ward Krebs
- Judy H. Lui
- Huong Thi Phan
- William Johann
- Schmonsees III
- Lynette Baroutsis
- Slovensky
- Holly Flake Sox
- Annette Teasdell
- Michael Roy Thigpen

### Class of 1988
- Jill Q. Byrum
- Lisa Suggs Cooke
- Paul Denisowski
- Michael Joseph Furlough
- Gene Dunbar Godbold
- William R. Haulbrook

### Class of 1989
- Margaret Walker Sedgwick
- Mark Alvin Watson
- Andrew Beard Wright
- Lolita Harney Youmans

### Class of 1988
- Mary Seana Baruth
- Eric Browder Blough
- Hugh Alan Bruck
- Mark Andrew Caffrey
- Stuart Holmes Coleman
- John Edwin Coulter
- Lee S. Dixon
- Michael W. Hogue
- Vernon Brian Jackson III
- Neale Thomas Johnson
- Kevin Ward Krebs
- Judy H. Lui
- Huong Thi Phan
- William Johann
- Schmonsees III
- Lynette Baroutsis
- Slovensky
- Holly Flake Sox
- Annette Teasdell
- Michael Roy Thigpen

---

5 Scholars Habiba Fayyaz and Hima Vinnakota enjoy their junior year Carolina Scholars donor dinner.
Class of 1990
Robert Lewis Baker
Sharon Morris Barrs
Glen Eric Beckner
Kimberly Connelly
Benjamin
Karen H. Borkowski
Tracey Hyatt Bosman
John C. Brandon
Mary Beth Clayton Busby
William Michael Dickson Jr.
Sandra Leahan Doar
M. Brian Magargle
Willis Vincent Jowers III
Mary Catherine Lankford
M. Brian Magargle
Richard Allen McCombs II
Marina Rush Lowry Neil
Mary-Louise A. Ramsdale
Norman Daniel Sanders
Laurie Harmon Walden
Melissa G. Wither
Mary K. Boackle Zanin

Class of 1991
Mohamed Reda Ali Jr.
Leslie Gallagher Brunelli
Kelly K. Chappell
David M. Cohn
Jeremy Terrell Cothran
Chandis B. Digby
Lila A. Faulkner
Matthew Richard Ferrante
Margaret Anne Gaffney
Kelley Padgett Hafner
Amanda Wunder Harling
Laura Willenborg Herrell
Jeffrey Hunter Johnson
David Andrew Knight
Bernard Francis Masters III
Lena Younts Meredith
Eric Alfred Paine
Reginald A. Riser
William Thomas Scruggs III
Courtney C. Shytle
Laura Sremaniak
Jeffrey David Watts

Class of 1992
David Roy Blough
Susan Burdick Domke
Kristine J. Kane
Maee Edel O’Connor
Anh Huynh Phan
George Postic
Paul McKinley Richardson Jr.
Jessica Christian Sessions
David Eugene Slovensky
Caroline McElveen Small
Christopher Atkins Smith
Anil Umesh Swami
Rajeet Harsh Swami
Shane Eric Swanson
John Gregory Talbot
Shahin Vafai

Class of 1993
Allison Davis Atchison
Paul Kevin Beach
Heidi Michele Brooks
Jennifer Inez Campbell
Deborah Procopio Finan
Julie Watson Friddell
Samuel Christy Hogue
Lisa Marie Jasper
Timothy W. Jowers
Eunjoo Julie Lee
Kristin Olsen Pankof
Leslie H. Poinsett
Patrick Todd Quattlebaum
James Broward Story
Sanjay Muleshchandra
Swami
Summer Smith Taylor
Brent Alan Thomas
Melissa Suick Tromsness
Christian Michael Turner
Julie F. Wade
Thomas R. Young Jr.

Class of 1994
Irene Yuek-Se Au
Kelly S. Bobo
Dana Lynn Caulder
Sabrina Virginia Dixon
Terry Carlyle Dixon
Noel Vaughan Eaton
Kelly S. Elliott
Sean Kelly Flynn
Shannon Geoly Horn
Susan Render Johnson
Peter Barnaby Knight
Brenda McDaniel Meyer
Scott Goodlett Murray
Brian K. Nunnally
Rebecca Starr Smith

Class of 1995
Holly Palmer Beeson
William M. Blitch Jr.
Mary S. Boyd
Joya Chakrabarti
Tory Clark
Darra J. Coleman
Brian A. Comer
Daniel S. Dorsel
Christopher Brent
Faulkenberry
Karla Fulmer
Allison Hanna
Sadia Obaid Khan
Benjamin S. Martin
Lisbeth Bosshart Merrill
Christopher Muldrow
Marie Lovelace Rasmussen
Benjamin Boyle Reed
Beth Salter
Kimberly Berndt Simmons
Ryan Patrick Sims
Doris Lorraine Sisk
Jonathan Skovoretz
Jeffrey Allen Stephens
Aline Bonno Sullivan
Angela Miller Whithe

Class of 1996
Anita Tremblay Baker
Steven C. Burritt
Peter Pei-Chi Chung
Donald Shane Crankshaw
Susan Frances Goodwin
G. Miles Gordon
Laura A. Hall
Angela Hays
James Joseph Hill III
Wendy Timms
Hudson-Jacoby
Courtney Stroman Hutchins
Christian Michael Turner
Julie F. Wade
Thomas R. Young Jr.

Class of 1997
Charles B. Ancheta
Robert Foster Bradley V
Amy Elizabeth Bragg
Christine Hill Burrell
Jessica N. Caspers
Timur Engin
Joshua R. Gray
Jennifer Landry
Casey Bonds Martin
Molly Simpson Matthews
Kelly Brian McElveen Small
Melanie Bianca Poston
Caroline Keller Powell
Jennifer Denley Roffe
Darcie Shively
Nathan Terracio
Sharon Woods Webb
Julie Hartley Wham

Class of 1998
Melissa Bohleber
Curtis Brown
Jennifer C. Cartwright
Grant Stephen Cauthen
Kelley Vickery Davies
Jennifer Defee-Hester
Elena Esther Ellison
Elizabeth Endler
Greg Ferrante
Jason T. Hicks
Scott Hultstrand
Allison Laborde
Timothy James Lyerly
Lane McFadden
Lauren Griswold McKinley
Kai J. Musielak
Allen Mitchell Tibshary
Stephen Todd Veldman
Elizabeth-Ann C. Wieber

Class of 1999
Charles Herbert Boulware III
Jeanne Britton
Jason Matthew Burns
Kevin M. Cannon
Jared A. Causey
Gita Chakrabarti
Kathleen Warthen Coffey
Frankie E. Crain-Ruf
Sarah Crosby Creel
Kimberly Coxe Elvington
Amanda M. Esch
Christine Danath Funk
Amanda Galloway Hartke
D. Marshall Kibbey Jr.
Elizabeth H. Mack
Amy Elizabeth McCormick
Philip Michael Mobley
Megan Meece Moock
Emilie Greene Sommer
Chappell Suber Wilson
Allison Freeman Winter

Class of 2000
Gwendolyn Pearson
Brinley
Mathew Clayton Burrack
Emily Streyer Carlisle
Ashley W. Donato
Elizabeth Kathleen Elder
Katherine Trexler Etheridge
Brian Patrick Frushour
Andrew Higginbotham
Matthew Katz
Wade S. Kolb III
R. Ryan Lindsay
Kenyon Russell Maree
Evan Meadors
Kristin G. Pope
Allyn H. Powell
Ian S. Scharrer
Holly Elizabeth Selvig
Loraine Christ Speier
Ashley Copeland Wiggins
Polly Funk Wilson
Anne Zicherman

Class of 2001
Sona Shah Arora
Anna McGowan Babel
Shannon Sturkie Bennett
Danielle Davis Berth
Daniel Brown Britton
David Timothy Bush
Nilanjana Sengupta
Cabbellero
John H. Davis
Gustaf Greer de Ridder
Woodward Holland
Folsom IV
Joann Elizabeth Johnston
Sarah Jones Laake
Keitha Marie McCaill
Monica Smoak McCutcheon
Nicholas Winfield Miller
Christopher Wrenn Porter
Brett John Robillard
Joshua Robert Rushman
Pamela Ann Markham
Warren
Patricen Warren
Anne Zicherman
Rachael Thomas
Zweigor

Class of 2002
Sonia Irene Adams*
Laura Elizabeth Anderson
Mary Elizabeth Cook
Anne Zicherman DePriest
Ronnie Wayne Edwards Jr.
Brandon Kenneth Formwalt
Jennifer Elizabeth Gagnon*
Sarah Kelsey Hammond
Hydrick Harden
Jason Wallace Harmon
Traci Jeanne Heinzelman**
David Hugh Hill
Lauren Burns Hodges
Julie Milligan Hughes*
Norman Ernest Jones Jr.*
Kevin Kirkley
Shawn Robert Loew*
Sara Ravold Marenos*
Stephanie Paige Ogburn*
Sharon Veloso Pangelinan
Jennifer Sarah Pross*
Betsy Lauren Rodgers
Nathan Joseph Saunders
Ripal Nitin Shah
Martha Wright Smith
James Edward Southard Jr.
Kyle Andrew Sox
Maggie Claire Thomas
Matthew Blake Williams
Michael Patrick Zini

Class of 2003
Eddie Mood Baker Jr.
Meredith Brooke Barkley
Rachel Moyle Beanland
Indrani Boyle
Reshma B. Changappa
Heather Janney Cooper
Alexandra Deynекa
Julia Josephine Emery
Thomas Chiles Griffin III
Heather Hayes
Patrick Lee Kelly
Ryan Russell Kirk
Nathan Charles Koci
Jill Noel Martin
Abigail Lynn McKee
Jada Watkins Miller
Grace Draffin Moore
Suzanne Rae Pickard
Lauren Elizabeth Ready
Brooke Allison Spitzer
Denise Collene Strickland
Sheima Salam Sumer
Terra Rhea Varner
James Robert
Whittingham*
Estee Amber Williams
Adam Thornton Wilson
Emma B. Wuertz

Class of 2004
Sarah Bayko Albrecht*
Brandon Wayne Bailes*
Jennifer Lynn Brady
Lara Frances Bratcher
Molly Walker Cashman
Christopher Martin Caver
Christanne Coffey
Meredith Elizabeth Dukes
Jo Mason Ervin*
Jana Ruth Haggard
Devin Thomas Hanlon*
Leigh Alexander Johnston
Ashley Ann Jones
Jennifer Lynne Kennedy*
Justin Ryan Knight
Lee Elena Mangiante
Amada Marshall* Callin Elisabeth McLaughlin*
Britton White Newman
R. Joseph Oppermann
Thomas Andrew Paterniti
Lauren Elizabeth Propst
Katie Spurrier Quertermous
Joni M. Rabon
Paula Bridget Randler
Katherine Elizabeth Rawson
Thomas Jake Rich
Sarah Elana Ross*
Eric Jokob Soong
Thomas Evan Spackman*
Joshua Michael Spurgeon*
Joyce Elizabeth Stuckey*
Melissa Snyder Wickham

Class of 2005
Sallie Ruth Coleman
Areford
Allyson Jane Bird
Bethany Michelle Matheny
Carlson
Graham Wooten
Cubertson*
Hilary Kirsten Schramm
Cubertson*
Antonio Joaquin de Ridder
Anita Autry Dixon
Dean Jeremy Emmertont
Chandra Caitlyn Farris*
Marianne Parrish Florian
Corey Owen Garriott
Elizabeth Sutton Gosnell
Priscilla Grace Larkin Harris
Sarah Refi Hind*
Elizabeth Anne Howarth
Ian Donald Kane
Kathryne Lane Knight
Jennifer Lauren Lake*
Stephanie Ann Learae*
Sheena Lazenby
Bethany Marie Lensgraf*
Sylvie Elise Lomer
Katherine Mancuso
Jamie Sue McIntyre*
Nina M. McLendon*
Kristen Alexandria Morella
Ross Marshall Nesbit*
Patrick Thomas Norton
Amy Louise Pasquet*
Ryan Petty
Jacque Banks Riley*
Katherine Ann Rochelle*
Daniel Andrews Sansbury
Anna Rebecca Stewart
Sarah Marie Tannant
Ashley West Thompson
Andrea Lynn Wadde*
Matthew Bruce Wilkinson
Brooks Dupler Willet*
Jeremiah Gregory Wolfe*

Class of 2006
Elizabeth Diane Bakanic*
Chad Michael Baum*
William Perry Bavender*
Elizabeth Jane Bradbury*
Steven Delbert Byrd
Michelle Desiree Casper*
Amy Goddard Ceils*
Allison M.
Champion-Wescott
Richard Crapps Chapman
Bonnie Louise Coggins*
Kathleen Robin Curtin*
Matthew Stephen
DeAntonio
Christopher James Dickson*
Matthew Thomas Elder
Aaron Benjamin Flaen*
Elizabeth Ann Fortnum
Allison Hersey Garrett
Nicholas Goodman
Stacey Ann Ivoli*
Teresa Christine Karr
Roger Joseph Keane II
Craig Carruth Link
Christopher Clark Mitchell*
Zachary William Nichols
Stephanie Ingrid Pappas*
Alexander Ngygaard Pietras
Brooke Elizabeth Russ
Thomas James Greg Scott
Corinne Elizabeth Sheridan
Alicia D. Sibert*
Rachel Leigh Spence
Alexis Loring Stratton*
Jessica Michelle Sullivan
Katherine Leigh Thompson*
Joseph Allen Turner Jr.
Marissa Meredith Vawter*
William Jefferson Vigen*
Jason Benjamin Wheeler
Rachel Perkins Worth

Class of 2007
Alexander J. Ducara Alon
Melanie Joanne Baker
John Bedenbaugh
Matthew Stuart Bell
Jonathan Paul Bell
Guy Charles Boudreaux
Amanda Bannister Brott
Brittany Alexandra Cencula
Mary Keane Cone
Chanda Livingston Cooper
Tamera M. Cox*
Susan Bailey Crook*
Drew Charlotte Cutright*
Rita Czako
Amy Bostic Edwards*
Radhika Engineer
Lindsay Eris Flowers*
Luay Hammami
Anne Michelle Harvey
Samanta Jayne Hayford
Tyler Jacob Hunter
Gregory Andrew Inabinet
Abigail Lorraine Isaac*
Elizabeth Hunt Jenkins*
Michael Alan Kanwisher*
Jeffrey James Kent*
Ira Matthew Klein*
Mary Ellen Lohnam
Anne Michelle Lohman
Hannah Dykes Markwardt
Patrick Bragdon McCormick
Michael Stephen McFadden
Andrew William
Montgomery*
Matthew Stephen
DeAntonio
Christopher James Dickson*
Matthew Thomas Elder
Aaron Benjamin Flaen*
Elizabeth Ann Fortnum
Allison Hersey Garrett
Nicholas Goodman
Stacey Ann Ivoli*
Teresa Christine Karr
Roger Joseph Keane II
Craig Carruth Link
Christopher Clark Mitchell*
Zachary William Nichols
Stephanie Ingrid Pappas*
Alexander Ngygaard Pietras
Brooke Elizabeth Russ
Thomas James Greg Scott
Corinne Elizabeth Sheridan
Alicia D. Sibert*
Rachel Leigh Spence
Alexis Loring Stratton*
Jessica Michelle Sullivan
Katherine Leigh Thompson*
Joseph Allen Turner Jr.
Marissa Meredith Vawter*
William Jefferson Vigen*
Jason Benjamin Wheeler
Rachel Perkins Worth

Class of 2008
Fahmin Bashir
Dimitrios Sotirios Basilakos
Corrine D’Appolito
Baulcomb*
Elizabeth Ann Bell*
Amanda Kay Seals
Bersinger*
Catherine Whitt Bishop
Michael James Blew
Matthew Thomas Brown*
Christopher Joseph Butch*
Shelley Price Cade
Chelsey Karns Crouch
Jennifer Autrey Deman
Matthew Thomas Enright*
Alexa Albrecht Erbach
Benjamin Fonville Garrett
Kathleen Patrice Ginder
Bradley Thomas Hocking
David Charles
Johannessen
Ralph Hervey Lawson III
Deidre Quinn Martin*
Kathryn Kelly Miller
Emily Margaret Mitchell*
Mindy Lee Moore*
Daniel Alan Noyes*
Megan Hall Nun*
Kathryn Anne Oleson*
Katherine Bristow Patrick
Tyler Robbins Ray*
Katherine Bristow Patrick
Tyler Robbins Ray*
Charles Edward Redmond II
Ellory Winona Schmucker
Stephen Graham Smith*
Kathryn Patrice Stickle*
Philip Andrew Stonecipher
Tiffany Michelle Terrell*
Christopher Alan Williams
Daniel Owen Williams*
Tina Xiaoyi Zhang

Class of 2009
Sherah L. Aiken*
Jordan E. Beckman
Thomas J. Benning*
Annie L. Boiter-Jolley
Rachel Bowman*

Class of 2010
Caleb Timothy Anderson*
Alina Denise Arbuthnot*
Audrey Caroline Ball*
Rebecca Anne Bandy*
Nora Bennani
Angela Lynn Bingham*
Christine Harding Bullard*
Sarah E. Callahan*
Megan Tone Campbell
Sydney Nicole Daigle
Bruce Andrew Davis
Mary Melody Dawson
Lydia Faith DiSabatino*
Kevin Michael Douglass
Marin Elizabeth Duby*
Collin Brittann Eaker*
Elizabeth Michelle Elliott
Michelle Budreau Everett*
Nyssa Fox Farell
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Class of 2005
Sallie Ruth Coleman
Areford
Allyson Jane Bird
Bethany Michelle Matheny
Carlson
Graham Wooten
Cubertson*
Hilary Kirsten Schramm
Cubertson*
Antonio Joaquin de Ridder
Anita Autry Dixon
Dean Jeremy Emmertont
Chandra Caitlyn Farris*
Marianne Parrish Florian
Corey Owen Garriott
Elizabeth Sutton Gosnell
Priscilla Grace Larkin Harris
Sarah Refi Hind*
Elizabeth Anne Howarth
Ian Donald Kane
Kathryne Lane Knight
Jennifer Lauren Lake*
Stephanie Ann Learae*
Sheena Lazenby
Bethany Marie Lensgraf*
Sylvie Elise Lomer
Katherine Mancuso
Jamie Sue McIntyre*
Nina M. McLendon*
Kristen Alexandria Morella
Ross Marshall Nesbit*
Patrick Thomas Norton
Amy Louise Pasquet*
Ryan Petty
Jacque Banks Riley*
Katherine Ann Rochelle*
Daniel Andrews Sansbury
Anna Rebecca Stewart
Sarah Marie Tannant
Ashley West Thompson
Andrea Lynn Wadde*
Matthew Bruce Wilkinson
Brooks Dupler Willet*
Jeremiah Gregory Wolfe*

Class of 2006
Elizabeth Diane Bakanic*
Chad Michael Baum*
William Perry Bavender*
Elizabeth Jane Bradbury*
Steven Delbert Byrd
Michelle Desiree Casper*
Amy Goddard Ceils*
Allison M.
Champion-Wescott
Richard Crapps Chapman
Bonnie Louise Coggins*
Kathleen Robin Curtin*

Class of 2011

Class of 2012

Class of 2013

Class of 2014

* denotes McNair Scholar ** awarded posthumously
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